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Abstract. In this paper, we consider the classification problem for critical points of relative
isoperimetric-type problem in the half-space. Under certain regularity assumption, we prove
an Alexandrov-type theorem for the singular capillary CMC hypersurfaces in the half-space.
The key ingredient is a new shifted distance function that is suitable for the study of capillary
problem in the half-space.
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1. Introduction

The celebrated Alexandrov’s theorem [Ale62] in differential geometry says that any embedded
closed constant mean curvature (CMC) hypersurface in the Euclidean space is a round sphere.
Alexandrov developed the moving plane method to prove his theorem. Ros [Ros87] and Montiel-
Ros [MR91] found an alternative way to achieve Alexandrov’s theorem, via Heintze-Karcher’s
inequality. It is well-known that CMC hypersurfaces play the role as critical points of the
Euclidean isoperimetric problem among C2-hypersurfaces. From the perspective of modern
calculus of variations, De Giorgi [De 58] has characterized round balls as the only isoperimetric
sets among sets of finite perimeter. It is a natural question to characterize the critical points of
the Euclidean isoperimetric problem among sets of finite perimeter. Quite recently, Delgadino-
Maggi [DM19] gave a complete characterization.

Theorem A ([DM19, Theorem 1]). Among sets of finite perimeter and finite volume, finite
unions of balls with equal radii are the only critical points of the Euclidean isoperimetric problem.

It is known that if a set of finite perimeter and finite volume Ω ⊂ Rn+1 is a critical point of
the Euclidean isoperimetric problem, then up to a Ln+1-negligible set, its topological boundary
∂Ω = ∂∗Ω∪(∂Ω\∂∗Ω), where the reduced boundary ∂∗Ω is locally an analytic CMC hypersurface
and relatively open in ∂Ω, while Hn(∂Ω \ ∂∗Ω) = 0, see for example [DM19, subsection 2.4]. In
fact, Delgadino-Maggi [DM19] proved that a set of finite perimeter and finite volume Ω satisfying
that the induced varifold of ∂∗Ω is of constant generalized mean curvature andHn(∂Ω\∂∗Ω) = 0,
must be a finite union of balls with equal radii. Delgadino-Maggi obtain their result by the
subtle analysis which generalizes Montiel-Ros’ argument in [MR91] to sets of finite perimeter.
We mention that similar consideration as Delgadino-Maggi has been also done by De Rosa-
Kolasinski-Santilli [DKS20] for the anisotropic case and by Maggi-Santilli [MS23] concerning
CMC in Brendle’s class of warped product manifolds [Bre13].
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The capillary phenomena appear naturally in the study of the equilibrium shape of liquid
pendant drops and crystals in a given solid container. The mathematical model has been es-
tablished through the work of Young, Laplace, Gauss and others, as a variational problem on
minimizing a free energy functional under volume constraint. We are interested in a simple but
important model, where the interior and the boundary of the container are both Euclidean, that
is, the capillary phenomena in a Euclidean half-space. Let Rn+1

+ = {x ∈ Rn+1 : x ·En+1 > 0} be
the open upper half-space, where En+1 is the (n+1)-coordinate unit vector. The global volume-
constraint minimizers for the corresponding relative isoperimetric-type problem in Rn+1

+ has
been classified by Gonzalez [Gon76]. Precisely, for a set of finite perimeter and finite volume
Ω ⊂ Rn+1

+ and θ ∈ (0, π), consider the free energy functional

E(Ω) = P (Ω; Rn+1
+ )− cos θP (Ω; ∂Rn+1

+ ).

Gonzalez [Gon76] proved the axially symmetric property of the global minimizers using the
Schawarz symmetrization. A standard comparison argument by the isoperimetric inequality
leads to the classification that the only volume-constraint global minimizers are spherical caps
intersecting ∂Rn+1

+ at the angle θ see for example [CM07b, Section 2.2] and [CM07a]. See also
[Mag12, Section 19.4] for an overview of the problem and [MM16] concerning the appearance of
gravitational energy. Recently, by some adaptions of the method proposed in [SZ98] together
with the regularity issue addressed by De Philippis-Maggi in [DM15; DM17], the uniqueness of
the volume-constraint local minimizers of the free energy functional in the half-space has been
characterized by the authors in [XZ21, Theorem 1.11].

In the smooth setting, capillary CMC hypersurfaces play the role as critical points of the
relative isoperimetric problem among C2-hypersurfaces. Here a capillary hypersurface in a
container is the hypersurface that intersects the boundary of the container at a constant contact
angle.

Wente [Wen80] exploited the moving plane method to prove an Alexandrov-type theorem,
which says that any embedded capillary CMC hypersurface in Rn+1

+ must be a spherical cap.
Recently, joint with Jia and Wang [Jia+22], we reprove Wente’s result by developing a Heintze-
Karcher-type inequality for capillary hypersurfaces in Rn+1

+ in the spirit of [MR91]. See also
[DW22] for a related consideration in the half-space and [Jia+23] for the anisotropic case.

In the non-smooth setting, the study of CMC hypersurfaces has attached well attention. Using
the min-max theory, Zhou-Zhu [ZZ19] proved the existence of non-trivial, smooth, closed, almost
embedded CMC hypersurfaces in any closed Riemmanian manifold Mn+1(3 ≤ n + 1 ≤ 7), and
then the result is extended to prescribed mean curvature (PMC) by the same authors in [ZZ20].
Very recently, the Min-Max method is used independently by De Masi-De Philippis [DD21]
and Li-Zhou-Zhu [LZZ21] to show the existence of capillary minimal or CMC hypersurfaces in
compact 3-manifolds with boundary.

Following [LZZ21], to study the capillary phenomenon in the non-smooth setting, we consider
the following functional defined on sets of finite perimeter in the half-space.

Definition 1.1 (A-functional). Given θ ∈ (0, π) and a constant c > 0, for a set of finite

perimeter and finite volume Ω ⊂ Rn+1
+ , the A-functional of Ω with respect to θ and c is given

by

A(Ω) = E(Ω)− c|Ω|. (1.1)

We say that Ω is stationary for the A-functional if for any C1-diffeomorphism f : Rn+1
+ →

Rn+1
+ with compact support, such that f : ∂Rn+1

+ → ∂Rn+1
+ is a diffeomorphism of ∂Rn+1

+ ,
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there holds

d

dt
|t=0 A(ψt(Ω)) = 0,

where {ψt}|t|<ε is a one parameter family of diffeomorphisms induced by f .

Definition 1.2. For any bounded, relatively open set of finite perimeter Ω ⊂ Rn+1
+ , Let ∂relΩ :=

∂Ω ∩Rn+1
+ be the relative boundary of Ω and Γ := ∂relΩ ∩ ∂Rn+1

+ . The regular part of ∂relΩ is
defined by

reg∂relΩ = {x ∈ ∂relΩ : there exists an rx > 0 such that reg∂relΩ ∩Brx(x)

is a C2-manifold possibly with boundary contained in ∂Rn+1
+ },

while sing∂relΩ = ∂relΩ \ reg∂relΩ is called the singular set of ∂relΩ. In this way, sing∂relΩ is
relatively closed in ∂relΩ.

We also denote by regΓ := reg∂relΩ ∩ Γ the regular part of M in Γ and singΓ = Γ \ regΓ the
singular part of M in Γ. Moreover, νΩ denotes the outer unit normal of Ω along reg∂relΩ, H
denotes the mean curvature of reg∂relΩ in Rn+1; µ, ν̄ denote the outer unit conormals of regΓ
in ∂relΩ and regΓ in T , respectively. We refer to Figure 2 for illustration.

Motivated by Delgadino-Maggi’s work [DM19], a natural question is to characterize the critical
points of the A-functional among sets of finite perimeter. This is the main purpose of this paper.

Theorem 1.3. Given θ ∈ (0, π) and c > 0. Let Ω ⊂ Rn+1
+ be a bounded, relatively open set

of finite perimeter and finite volume, which is stationary for the A-functional. Assume that
Hn−1(sing∂relΩ) = 0, and Γ is a smooth (n−1)-manifold in ∂Rn+1

+ . Then ∂relΩ must be a finite
union of θ-caps and spheres with equal radii.

Remark 1.4. We make several remarks on the assumptions of our main theorem.

(1) For the case θ = π/2, the A-stationary set is indeed a critical point of the relative
isoperimetric problem (for area functional) in the half-space, and the characterization
can be deduced from Delgadino-Maggi’s result. Precisely, provided Hn(sing∂relΩ) = 0,
Hn−1(singΓ) = 0, Allard’s regularity theorem for free boundary rectifiable varifolds
[GJ86, Theorem 4.13] implies the young’s law for θ = π/2. Hence one may reflect ∂relΩ

across the hyperplane {xn+1 = 0} and obtain a closed hypersurface Σ̃ such that the

induced varifold of regΣ̃ if of constant generalized mean curvature and Hn(singΣ̃) = 0,
the assertion then follows from [DM19, Theorem 1].

In view of the above, we expect that for general θ, the condition Hn−1(sing∂relΩ) = 0
in Theorem 1.3 mighted be weakened to Hn(sing∂relΩ) = 0, Hn−1(singΓ) = 0. Our
assumptionHn−1(sing∂relΩ) = 0 is technical but crucial for the proof, we delay a detailed
illustration to Remark 1.6.

(2) The classical Alexandrov’s moving plane method has been extended to the context of
integral varifolds by Haslhofer-Hershkovits-White [HHW20], where they made a so-called
tameness assumption on integral varifolds [HHW20, Definition 1.6]. The condition that
Γ is a smooth (n−1)-manifold is in fact included in the tameness condition. On the other
hand, the assumption that Γ is a smooth (n−1)-manifold and that ∂relΩ is regular enough
up to Γ for Hn−1-a.e. ensures that the Young’s law holds (which provides the contact
angle condition). Such ∂relΩ will be defined as the singular capillary CMC hypersurface
in the half-space in Definition 2.10.
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To illustrate the proof, we first make a quick review of Jia-Wang-Xia-Zhang’s argument
[Jia+22] in the smooth setting, which can be viewed as the extension of Montiel-Ros’ argument

[MR91] to the capillary case. For Ω ⊂ Rn+1
+ such that ∂relΩ is of CMC and ∂relΩ intersects

∂Rn+1
+ at the angle θ, we define a set

Z =

{
(x, t) ∈ ∂relΩ×R : 0 < t ≤ 1

maxi κi(x)

}
,

and a map which indicates a family of shifted parallel hypersurfaces,

ζθ : Z → Rn+1 : ζθ(x, t) = x− t(νΩ − cos θEn+1)

where κi, i = 1 · · · , n are the principal curvatures and maxi κi(x) ≥ HΩ
n > 0. Using the capillary

boundary condition, we find that ζθ is surjective onto Ω, namely, Ω ⊂ ζθ(Z). By the area
formula, we obtain that

|Ω| ≤ |ζθ(Z)| ≤
∫
∂relΩ

∫ 1
maxi κi(x)

0
(1− cos θνΩ · En+1)

n∏
i=1

(1− tκi(x))dtdHn(x)

≤
∫
∂relΩ

1− cos θνΩ · En+1

HΩ
dHn,

so that the Heintze-Karcher inequality holds

|Ω| ≤
∫
∂relΩ

1− cos θνΩ · En+1

HΩ
dHn

with equality holds if and only if ∂relΩ is a θ-cap. Combining with the Minkowski-type formula∫
∂relΩ

x · (HΩνΩ)dHn =

∫
∂relΩ

n(1− cos θνΩ · En+1)dHn,

we conclude that equality in Heintze-Karcher inequality holds and in turn, ∂relΩ is a θ-cap.
Our aim is to generalize the above argument to sets of finite perimeter, in the spirit of

Delgadino-Maggi [DM19]. The key ingredient of Delgadino-Maggi’s proof [DM19] is to construct
a large subset Ω? of good points for a set of finite perimeter Ω ⊂ Rn+1, with the property that:
for the classical parallel hypersurfaces map ζ considered in [MR91] when restricted to the reduced
boundary of Ω, one may show that |Ω? \ ζ(Z)| = 0 and |Ω \ Ω?| = 0, by virtue of which the
argument based on the area formula is still applicable. We point out that their construction
of Ω? is based on a subtle analysis of level-sets of the distance function from boundary, and to
adapt their argument to our situation, the first requisite would be to discover a suitable capillary
counterpart of the distance function considered in [DM19]. This is done in light of the following
observation.

In the proof of Jia-Wang-Xia-Zhang [Jia+22], to show the surjectivity of ζθ, we have to show
that for any y ∈ Ω, there is always some x ∈ Σ such that y can be flowed from x through ζθ. To
this end, we consider the following foliation {∂Br(y − r cos θEn+1)}r≥0, and we are concerned
with the first touching point of the foliation with Σ, when the radius increases from 0. The
first touching point in this case somehow serves as a shifted ‘unique point projection’ from y
to Σ, which motivates the following definition of shifted distance function. Given a bounded,

relatively open set of finite perimeter Ω ⊂ Rn+1
+ and θ ∈ (0, π), let δ : Rn+1 → R be the distance

function with respect to ∂relΩ, defined as

δ(y) = sup
r≥0
{r : Br(y) ∩ ∂relΩ = ∅}. (1.2)
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and δθ : Rn+1 → R be the shifted distance function with respect to ∂relΩ and θ, defined as

δθ(y) = sup
r≥0
{r : Br(y − r cos θEn+1) ∩ ∂relΩ = ∅}. (1.3)

One sees from definition that

δθ(y) = δ(y − δθ(y) cos θEn+1) (1.4)

and for any 0 < r < δθ(y), there holds

δ(y − r cos θEn+1) > r. (1.5)

See Figure 1.

Figure 1. shifted distance function

For s > 0, we define the super level-set and level-set of δθ in Ω by

Ωs := {y ∈ Ω : δθ(y) > s}, ∂relΩs := {y ∈ Ω : δθ(y) = s}. (1.6)

δθ indeed plays the same role as the distance function considered in [DM19], and we may adapt
Delgadino-Maggi’s approach to define the large subset Ω?

θ of good points in our setting as follows.

Definition 1.5 (Γts;θ and Γ+
s;θ). Let Ω be a bounded, relatively open set of finite perimeter in

Rn+1
+ and θ ∈ (0, π). For every 0 < s < t < ∞, we define Γts;θ to be the set of y ∈ ∂relΩs

such that there exists a geodesic γy : [0, t] → Rn+1 with γy(s) = y and δθ(γy(r)) = r for every
r ∈ [0, t].

Moreover, for every 0 < s <∞, define

Γ+
s;θ =

⋃
t>0

Γts;θ, Ω?
θ =

⋃
s>0

Γ+
s;θ.

In the first step, we shall prove that Γts;θ is C1,1-rectifiable (Theorem 3.1). Our strategy for

proving the C1,1-rectifiability theorem in terms of the shifted distance function follows largely
from [DM19, Theorem 1, step 1]. With the C1,1-rectifiability theorem, we are able to prove
that |Ω \ Ω?

θ| = 0. Next, we prove |Ω?
θ \ ζθ(Z)| = 0, following [DM19, Theorem 1, step 4]. In

contrast to the closed hypersurface case in [DM19, Theorem 1, step 4], here we have to carefully
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deal with the boundary of the singular capillary CMC hypersurface ∂relΩ (see Definition 2.10
for the definition). Indeed, a crucial issue to be clarified is the counting measure of g−1

s;θ (x) for

x ∈ reg∂relΩ (see the proof of Theorem 1.3 for the definition of g−1
s;θ ), and when x lies in the

interior of ∂relΩ, i.e., x ∈ ∂relΩ \ Γ, we could use the same argument in [DM19], by studying
the blow-up feature of ∂relΩ at x, and the maximum principle for stationary rectifiable cones,
to conclude that the counting measure is at most 2. Likewise, we have to study the boundary
behaviors of ∂relΩ and T along Γ, and consider the blow-up process at every x ∈ Γ. To this end,
we first introduce a new definition of θ-stationary triple in Definition 2.13 (which is satisfied by
the blow-up limit of the singular capillary CMC hypersurface under our regularity assumption
in Theorem 1.3), and then we exploit new boundary strong maximum principles Lemma 2.16,
Lemma 2.17 to study the blow-up process.

Once the properties |Ω \ Ω?
θ| = 0 and |Ω?

θ \ ζθ(Z)| = 0 are established, we can proceed Jia-
Wang-Xia-Zhang’s argument [Jia+22] in the framework of sets of finite perimeter.

In the end, we make further comments on the technical assumption Hn−1(sing∂relΩ) = 0 in
Theorem 1.3.

Remark 1.6. As already discussed, in Theorem 1.3 Hn−1(sing∂relΩ) = 0 is a technical but
crucial assumption. Here we make some illustrations.

(1) To study the boundary behavior of ∂relΩ and T along Γ, we need to consider the θ-
stationary triple, which is well-defined thanks to Lemma 2.8. The proof of Lemma 2.8
is built on the smooth cut-off functions near singularities of ∂relΩ, whose existence relies
largely on the assumption that Hn−1(sing∂relΩ) = 0.

(2) As we have mentioned in Remark 1.4(1), Young’s law can be deduced fromHn(sing∂relΩ) =
Hn−1(singΓ) = 0 and the A-stationarity of Ω thanks to the Allard’s regularity theorem
for free boundary rectifiable varifolds [GJ86, Theorem 4.13]. However, it is still an
open question whether an Allard-type regularity theorem holds for capillary submani-
folds with general contact angles. Despite the lack of the Allard-type regularity result,
we could still obtain Young’s law for A-stationary set in Proposition 2.9, provided that
Hn−1(sing∂relΩ) = 0.

Organization of the paper. In Section 2 we collect some background material from geometric
measure theory and prove the boundary maximum principles that are useful for the blow-up
analysis in the proof of the Alexandrov-type theorems. In Section 3 we study the fine properties
of Γts;θ and then we prove the rectifiability result Theorem 3.1. In Section 4, we prove our main
result Theorem 1.3.

Acknowledgements. We are indebted to Professor Guofang Wang for stimulating discussions
on this topic and his constant support.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Notations. When considering the topology of Rn+1, we denote by Ω the topological clo-
sure of a set Ω, by int(Ω) the topological interior of Ω, and by ∂Ω the topological boundary
of Ω. In terms of the subspace topology (relative topology), we use the following notations:
let X be a topological space and S be a subspace of X, we use clXS, intXS, ∂XS to denote
the closure, the interior, and the boundary, respectively, of S in the topological space X. In

particular, for a bounded, relatively open set of finite perimeter Ω ⊂ Rn+1
+ . We denote by
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∂relΩ := ∂
Rn+1

+

Ω = ∂Ω ∩Rn+1
+ the relative boundary of Ω in the upper half-space Rn+1

+ , let

T := cl∂Rn+1
+

(∂Ω \ ∂relΩ), and denote by Γ := ∂relΩ ∩ ∂Rn+1
+ , see Figure 2 for illustration.

Figure 2. Notations

• µr is the homothety map y 7→ ry;
• τ x is the translation map y 7→ y − x;
• ηx,r is the composition µr−1 ◦ τ x, i.e., y 7→ y−x

r ;

• Hk is the k-dimensional Hausdorff measure on Rn+1;
• Ln+1 is the Lebesgue outer measure on Rn+1;
• Br(x) is the open ball in Rn+1, centered at x with radius r;
• ωn is the volume of the n-dimensional unit ball in Rn+1;
• spt is the support of a measure, see [Mag12, Section 2.4].
• In this paper, we work with the following spaces of vector fields:

Xc(R
n+1) := {the space of all C1-vector fields on Rn+1 with compact support},

X(Rn+1
+ ) :=

{
X ∈ Xc(R

n+1) : X(p) ∈ TpRn+1
+ for all p ∈ Rn+1

+

}
,

Xc(R
n+1
+ ) :=

{
X ∈ X(Rn+1

+ ) : X has relatively compact support in the open half-space Rn+1
+

}
,

Xt(R
n+1
+ ) :=

{
X ∈ X(Rn+1

+ ) : X(p) ∈ Tp(∂Rn+1
+ ) for all p ∈ ∂Rn+1

+

}
.

Notice that at any x ∈ ∂Rn+1
+ , TxR

n+1
+ is exactly the (n+ 1)-dimensional half-space in

Rn+1 with boundary Tx∂Rn+1
+ .

2.2. Rectifiable sets. A Borel set M ⊂ Rn+1 is a locally Hn-rectifiable set if M can be covered,
up to a Hn-negligible set, by countably many Lipschitz images of Rn into Rn+1, and if HnxM
is locally finite on Rn+1. M is called Hn-rectifiable if, in addition, Hn(M) < ∞; M is called
normalized, if M = spt(HnxM), i.e.,

x ∈M if and only if Hn(Bρ(x) ∩M) > 0 for all ρ > 0.
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Proposition 2.1 (area formula for k-rectifiable sets, [Mag12, Theorem 11.6]). For 1 ≤ k ≤ m,
if A ⊂ Rn is a locally Hk-rectifiable set and f : Rn → Rm is a Lipschitz map, then∫

Rm

H0 (A ∩ {f = y}) dHk(y) =

∫
A

JAf(x)dHk(x), (2.1)

where {f := y} = {x ∈ Rn : f(x) = y}, JAf(x) is the Jacobian of f with respect to A at x (see
for example [Mag12, (11.1)]), which exsits for Hk-a.e. x ∈ A.

Lemma 2.2 (tangential property of Lipschitz function along rectifiable sets, [DM19, Section
2.1(iv)]). Let M ⊂ Rn+1 be a locally Hn-rectifiable set and f : M → Rn+1 is a Lipschitz map
defined on M , then for any Lipschitz functions F,G : Rn+1 → Rn+1 such that F = G = f on
M , we have

∇MF = ∇MG Hn-a.e. on M. (2.2)

In particular, if g : Rn → Rn+1 is a Lipschitz map and E ⊂ Rn is a Borel set, then TxM =
(∇g)g−1(x)[R

n] for Hn-a.e. x ∈M ∩ g(E), with

(∇MF )x[τ ] = ∇(F ◦ g)g−1(x)[(∇g)−1
x [τ ]] ∀τ ∈ TxM. (2.3)

Here ∇MF (x) denotes the tangential differential of F with respect to M at x, which exsits for
Hn-a.e. x ∈M by virtue of the Rademacher-type theorem [Mag12, Theroem 11.4].

2.3. Rectifiable varifolds. We now quickly recall some basic notions of rectifiable varifolds in
Rn+1, and we refer to the standard references [All72; Sim83] for details.

LetM be a locallyHk-rectifiable set and consider a Borel measurable function ψ ∈ L1
loc(HkxM ; R+).

The rectifiable varifold V = var(M,ψ) defined by M and ψ is the Radon measure on Rn+1 ×
G(n+ 1, k), defined as∫

Rn+1×G(n+1,k)
Φdvar(M,ψ) =

∫
M

Φ(x, TxM)ψ(x)dHk(x),

for every bounded, compactly supported Borel function Φ on Rn+1×G(n+ 1, k). In particular,
for any X ∈ Xc(R

n+1), the well-known first variatioanl formula reads

δvar(M,ψ)[X] =

∫
M

divMX(x)ψ(x)dHk(x).

The weight measure of V = var(M,ψ) is denoted by ||V || = ψHkxM . As in [Sim83, Definition
42.3], we denote VarTan(V, x) to be the set of varifold tangents of V at some x ∈ spt||V ||. By the
compactness of Radon measures [Sim83, Theorem 4.4], VarTan(V, x) is compact and non-empty
provided that the upper density Θ∗k(||V ||, x) is finite.

Definition 2.3 (Stationary varifolds). A rectifiable varifold var(M,ψ) is said to be stationary

in Rn+1 if δvar(M,ψ)[X] = 0 for any X ∈ Xc(R
n+1), and is said to be stationary in Rn+1

+ with

free boundary if δvar(M,ψ)[X] = 0 for any X ∈ Xt(R
n+1
+ ).

The following useful reflection trick will be needed in our proof, see [All75, (3.2)], [GJ86,
Remark 4.11(iii)] and [LZ21, Lemma 2.2].

Lemma 2.4 (Reflection Principle). Let En+1 := (0, . . . , 0, 1) ∈ Rn+1
+ . Let θn+1 : Rn+1 → Rn+1

denote the reflection map about the unit vector En+1, i.e., θn+1(u) = u− 2(u · En+1)En+1. For
any rectifiable varifold V := var(M,ψ), define the doubled varifold

V̄ := V + (θn+1)#V. (2.4)
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If V is stationary in Rn+1
+ with free boundary, then V̄ is stationary in Rn+1.

2.4. Sets of finite perimeter. For basic knowledge regarding sets of finite perimeter, we refer
to the monograph [Mag12] (in particular, Chapter 15) for a detailed account.

Given a Lebesgue measurable set Ω ⊂ Rn+1, we say that Ω is a set of finite perimeter in
Rn+1 if

sup

{∫
Rn+1

divXdLn+1 : X ∈ C1
c (Rn+1; Rn+1), |X| ≤ 1

}
<∞.

An equivalent characterization of sets of finite perimeter (see [Mag12, Proposition 12.1]) is that:
there exists a Rn+1-valued Radon measure µΩ on Rn+1 such that for any X ∈ C1

c (Rn+1; Rn+1),∫
Ω

divXdLn+1 =

∫
Rn+1

X · dµΩ. (2.5)

µΩ is called the Gauss-Green measure of Ω. The relative perimeter of Ω in E ⊂ Rn+1, and the
perimeter of Ω, are defined as

P (Ω;E) = |µΩ|(E), P (Ω) = |µΩ|(Rn+1).

Regarding the topological boundary of a set of finite perimeter E, one has (see [Mag12, Propo-
sition 12.19])

sptµΩ = {x ∈ Rn+1 : 0 < |Ω ∩Br(x)| < ωn+1r
n+1, ∀r > 0} ⊂ ∂Ω.

The reduced boundary ∂∗Ω is the set of those x ∈ sptµΩ such that the limit

lim
r→0+

µΩ(Br(x))

|µΩ|(Br(x))
exists and belongs to Sn.

The Borel vector field νΩ : ∂∗Ω → Sn is called the measure-theoretic outer unit normal to Ω,
and there holds

∂∗Ω = sptµΩ.

Moreover, when Ω is a bounded, relatively open set of finite perimeter in Rn+1
+ , the reduced

boundary is locally Hn-rectifiable and the sets ∂relΩ, T are normalized. By [DM15, (2.1)],

µΩ = νΩHnx(∂∗Ω ∩Rn+1
+ )− En+1Hnx(∂∗Ω ∩ ∂Rn+1

+ ),

and thus (2.5) reads∫
Ω

divXdLn+1 =

∫
∂∗Ω∩Rn+1

+

X · νΩdHn −
∫
∂∗Ω∩∂Rn+1

+

X · En+1dHn.

Under the regularity assumption Hn(sing∂relΩ) = 0, the above equality then takes the form∫
Ω

divXdLn+1 =

∫
∂relΩ

X · νΩdHn −
∫
T
X · En+1dHn. (2.6)

To every set of finite perimeter in Rn+1
+ , we can always associate in a natural way the integer

rectifiable varifolds var(∂∗Ω∩Rn+1
+ , 1) and var(∂∗Ω∩∂Rn+1

+ , 1). For simplicity we denote them

respectively by var(∂∗Ω ∩Rn+1
+ ) and var(∂∗Ω ∩ ∂Rn+1

+ ).
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2.5. Critical points of the A-functional. Recall that the A-functional is defined in Defini-
tion 1.1, which follows from [LZZ21, Definition 1.1]. In fact, given θ ∈ (0, π), a constant c > 0,

and a set of finite perimeter Ω as in Definition 1.1, the first variation for A along X ∈ X(Rn+1
+ )

is (see [LZZ21, (1.7)])

δA |Ω (X) =

∫
∂∗ΩxRn+1

+

div∂ΩXdHn + cos(π − θ)
∫
∂∗Ωx∂Rn+1

+

div∂ΩXdHn − c
∫
∂∗Ω

X · νΩdHn,

(2.7)

which implies the following facts: if Ω is stationary for A as in Definition 1.1, then

(1) when θ ∈ (0, π), Ω is stationary for the free energy functional

E(Ω) = P (Ω; Rn+1
+ )− cos θP (Ω; ∂Rn+1

+ ).

under volume constraint, see e.g., [XZ21, Definition 4.2], and the reason is that the first
variation of |Ω| along X is indeed given by

∫
∂∗ΩX · νΩdHn, see [Mag12, (17.31)].

(2) when θ ∈ [π/2, π), the naturally induced varifold var(∂∗Ω ∩Rn+1
+ ) has a fixed contact

angle θ with ∂Rn+1
+ at ∂∗Ω∩∂Rn+1

+ in the sense of [KT17, Definition 3.1] with generalized

mean curvature H = c, since for any X ∈ Xt(R
n+1
+ ), (2.7) reads as∫

∂∗ΩxRn+1
+

div∂ΩXdHn + cos(π − θ)
∫
∂∗Ωx∂Rn+1

+

div∂Rn+1
+

XdHn =

∫
∂∗ΩxRn+1

+

X · (cνΩ)dHn.

(2.8)

Moreover, the naturally induced pair of varifolds
(
var(∂∗Ω ∩Rn+1

+ ), var(∂∗Ω ∩ ∂Rn+1
+ )

)
satisfies the contact angle condition θ in the sense of [DD21, Definition 3.1].

For the case θ ∈ (0, π/2), we have the following observation.

Remark 2.5. When the capillary angle θ ∈ (0, π/2), since we consider only the sets of
finite perimeter that are bounded, we may assume that there is a large enough smooth

open set B+ such that Ω ⊂ B+ ⊂ Rn+1
+ . Once the set B+ is fixed, we know that

P (B+; ∂Rn+1
+ ) is a fixed number and it is clear that

P (Ω; ∂Rn+1
+ ) = P (B+; ∂Rn+1

+ )− P (B+ \ Ω; ∂Rn+1
+ ),

which implies the following fact: if Ω is A-stationary (as in Definition 1.1), then it is
stationary for the modified functional

Ã(Ω) := P (Ω; Rn+1
+ ) + cos θP (B+ \ Ω; ∂Rn+1

+ )− c|Ω|, (2.9)

in the sense that for any C1-diffeomorphism f : Rn+1
+ → Rn+1

+ with sptf ⊂⊂ B+, such

that f : ∂Rn+1
+ → ∂Rn+1

+ is a diffeomorphism of ∂Rn+1
+ , there holds

d

dt
|t=0 Ã(ψt(Ω)) = 0,

where {ψt}|t|<T is a one parameter family of diffeomorphisms induced by f .

An important feature we shall use for the A-stationary sets is that they satisfy the following
Euclidean volume growth condition:

Proposition 2.6. Given θ ∈ (0, π) and c > 0. Let Ω ⊂ Rn+1
+ be a non-empty, bounded,

relatively open set with finite perimeter in Rn+1
+ that is stationary for the A-functional, then
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∂relΩ has Euclidean volume growth, that is, there exists some universal constants (depends only
on Ω and n) R1 > 0 and C1 > 0 such that for any x ∈ ∂relΩ and for any 0 < r < R1, there holds

Hn(∂relΩ ∩Br(x)) ≤ C1r
n. (2.10)

Proof. Case 1. θ ∈ [π/2, π).
Our starting point is that as illustrated below (2.7), var(∂∗ΩxRn+1

+ ) has a fixed contact angle

θ with ∂Rn+1
+ at ∂∗Ωx∂Rn+1

+ in the sense of [KT17, Definition 3.1] with bounded generalized
mean curvature, therefore the monotonicity formula [KT17, Theorem 3.2] is applicable here.
Moreover, since ∂Rn+1

+ is planar, we know that the maximal distance (s0) used to define the
tubular neighborhood (Ns0) in [KT17] can be taken as large as possible in our case. By taking
s0 = 6 · diam(Ω) := 6 · maxx,y∈Ω |x − y| and fix p = n + 1 in [KT17, (3.9)], we find: for any

x ∈ ∂relΩ and for any 0 < r < diam(Ω),

Hn(∂relΩ ∩Br(x))

rn
≤ ωn

{(
2Hn(∂∗Ω)

ωn(diam(Ω))n

) 1
n+1

+ γ · (diam(Ω))
1

n+1

}n+1

:= C,

where γ :=
(

1
ωn

∫
∂∗Ω∩Rn+1

+
2|H(x)|n+1dHn(x)

) 1
n+1

is bounded since Ω is of finite perimeter and

|H| = c (which follows from the A-stationarity of Ω), and hence

Hn(∂relΩ ∩Br(x)) ≤ Crn

for every x ∈ ∂relΩ, r < diam(Ω). This shows that ∂relΩ has Euclidean volume growth.
Case 2. θ ∈ (0, π/2).

Recall Remark 2.5, var(∂∗Ω ∩ Rn+1
+ ) has a fixed contact angle θ̃ := π − θ ∈ (π/2, π) with

∂Rn+1
+ at ∂∗(B+ \ Ω) ∩ ∂Rn+1

+ in the sense of [KT17, Definition 3.1] with generalized mean
curvature H = c, a simple modification of Case 1 then shows that: when θ ∈ (0, π/2), ∂relΩ
satisfies the Euclidean volume growth condition as well. This completes the proof. �

Remark 2.7. Our main theorem is stated under the regularity assumption thatHn−1(sing∂relΩ) =
0. In light of the Hausdorff dimension of the singular set, in all follows, we do not make a dis-
tinction between the integrals

∫
∂relΩ
·dHn,

∫
∂∗Ω∩Rn+1

+
·dHn and

∫
reg∂relΩ

·dHn;
∫

Γ ·dH
n−1 and∫

regΓ ·dH
n−1.

Under the regularity assumption, we have the following useful tangential divergence theorem
for the A-stationary set, whose proof is postponed to Appendix A.

Lemma 2.8. Given θ ∈ (0, π) and c > 0, let Ω be a non-empty, bounded, relatively open set with

finite perimeter in Rn+1
+ such that Hn−1(sing∂relΩ) = 0. If Ω is stationary for the A-functional,

then for any X ∈ X(Rn+1
+ ), there holds∫

∂relΩ
div∂ΩXdHn =

∫
Γ
X · µdHn−1 +

∫
∂relΩ

X · (cνΩ)dHn, (2.11)

and for any X ∈ Xt(R
n+1
+ ), there holds∫

T
div∂Rn+1

+
XdHn =

∫
Γ
X · ν̄dHn−1. (2.12)
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2.6. Singular capillary CMC hypersurfaces in a half-space. Let us first collect the basic
facts on the A-stationary sets and then give a formal definition of the singular capillary CMC
hypersurfaces in a half-space. Given a fixed capillary contact angle θ ∈ (0, π) and a positive

constant c. Let Ω be a non-empty, bounded, relatively open set of finite perimeter in Rn+1
+ that is

stationary for the A-functional. We learn from Proposition 2.6 that ∂relΩ satisfies the Euclidean
volume growth condition (2.10). On the other hand, provided that Hn−1(sing∂relΩ) = 0, we can
use the tangential divergence theorems on ∂relΩ and T as in Lemma 2.8.

Having these facts in mind and recall that the A-stationary set Ω is indeed stationary for the
free energy functional E(Ω) under volume constraint (see below (2.7)), we thus arrive at

Proposition 2.9 ([XZ21, Proposition 4.3]). Given θ ∈ (0, π) and c > 0, let Ω be a non-empty,

bounded, relatively open set with finite perimeter in Rn+1
+ such that Hn−1(sing∂relΩ) = 0. If Ω is

stationary for the A-functional, then Young’s law holds. Precisely, on regΓ = reg∂relΩ∩∂Rn+1
+ ,

the measure-theoretic hypersurface ∂relΩ meets ∂Rn+1
+ with a constant contact angle θ, i.e.,

νΩ · (−En+1) = − cos θ = −µ · ν̄ on regΓ. (2.13)

This shows that the fixed capillary angle θ used to define the A-functional in Definition 1.1
is indeed the contact angle of reg∂relΩ with ∂Rn+1

+ , and hence the following definition makes
sense.

Definition 2.10. Given θ ∈ (0, π) and c > 0, let Ω be a non-empty, bounded, relatively open

set with finite perimeter in Rn+1
+ such that Hn−1(sing∂relΩ) = 0. If Ω is A-stationary, then we

say that ∂relΩ is a singular capillary CMC hypersurface in Rn+1
+ .

It is clear that Definition 2.10 holds true for the Ω we consider in Theorem 1.3, and an impor-
tant fact on the singular capillary CMC hypersurface we shall use is the following Minkowski-type
formula, see [AS16] in the smooth setting.

Proposition 2.11 (Minkowski-type formula in the half-space). Given θ ∈ (0, π) and c > 0, let

∂relΩ be a singular capillary CMC hypersurface in Rn+1
+ . There holds∫

∂relΩ
n(1− cos θνΩ · En+1)− x · (cνΩ)dHn = 0. (2.14)

Proof. Integrating div(En+1) on Ω, the generalized Gauss-Green’s formula (2.6) and Remark 2.7
yields

0 =

∫
Ω

div(En+1)dLn+1 =

∫
∂relΩ

ν · En+1dHn − |T |.

On the other hand, since Ω is A-stationary, testing (2.7) with a vector field X ∈ Xt(R
n+1
+ )

which is the position vector field X(x) = x in a neighborhood of Ω, we obtain∫
∂relΩ

ndHn − n cos θ|T | −
∫
∂relΩ

x · (cνΩ)dHn = 0.

(2.14) follows by combining these equalities. �

The Minkowski-type formula results in the following characterization of the given constant
c > 0.
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Corollary 2.12. Given θ ∈ (0, π) and c > 0, let ∂relΩ be a singular capillary CMC hypersurface

in Rn+1
+ . The constant mean curvature c satisfies

c = H0
Ω;θ :=

n
∫
∂relΩ

(1− cos θνΩ · En+1) dHn

(n+ 1)|Ω|
> 0. (2.15)

Proof. Let us consider the position vector field X(x) = x, integrating divX on the set of finite
perimeter Ω, using the generalized Gauss-Green formula (2.6) and Remark 2.7, we get

(n+ 1)|Ω| =
∫

Ω
divX(x)dLn+1(x) =

∫
reg∂relΩ

x · νΩ(x)dHn(x).

Since c is a constant, we can exploit the Minkowski-type formula (2.14) to find

(n+ 1)c|Ω| = n

∫
∂relΩ

(1− cos θνΩ · En+1) dHn.

Rearrange the equality and we get (2.15). �

2.7. Triple of varifolds that has contact angle θ in the half-space. As mentioned in
the introduction, to study the blow-up process along the boundary, we introduce the following
contact angle condition of triple of varifolds.

Given θ ∈ (0, π/2)∪ (π/2, π) and c > 0. Let Ω ⊂ Rn+1
+ be a bounded, relatively open set of fi-

nite perimeter and finite volume, which is stationary for theA-functional withHn−1(sing∂relΩ) =
0. By virtue of Young’s law and Lemma 2.8, we carry out the classical computation as follows:

for any X ∈ X(Rn+1
+ ),∫

∂relΩ
div∂ΩX(x)dHn(x) =

∫
Γ
X · µdHn−1 +

∫
∂relΩ

X · (cνΩ)dHn

= cos θ

∫
Γ
X · ν̄dHn−1 − sin θ

∫
Γ
X · En+1dHn−1 +

∫
∂relΩ

X · (cνΩ)dHn, (2.16)

here we have used the fact that µ = cos θν̄− sin θEn+1 along regΓ. Using (2.12) and notice that
T is planar, we get∫

T
div∂Rn+1

+
XdHn =

∫
T

div∂Rn+1
+

(XT +X⊥)dHn =

∫
Γ
X · ν̄dHn−1, (2.17)

which yields ∫
∂relΩ

div∂ΩXdHn + cos(π − θ)
∫
T

div∂Rn+1
+

XdHn

=

∫
∂relΩ

X · (cνΩ)dHn − sin θ

∫
Γ
X · (En+1)dHn−1. (2.18)

Enlightened by [DD21, Definition 3.1, Proposition 3.1] and the above classical computation,
we introduce the following contact angle condition for triple of rectifiable varifolds, which is
stronger than [DD21, Definition 3.1] since it contains not only the tangential information but
also the normal one.

Definition 2.13. Given θ ∈ (0, π/2) ∪ (π/2, π). Let M ⊂ Rn+1
+ , T ⊂ ∂Rn+1

+ be normalized lo-

callyHn-rectifiable sets, let Γ ⊂ ∂Rn+1
+ be a normalized locallyHn−1-rectifiable set, and let ψ be

a positive locallyHn-integrable function onM . We say that the triple (var(M,ψ), var(T ), var(Γ))
satisfies the contact angle condition θ if there exists a HnxM -measurable, HnxM -integrable vec-
tor field H such that:
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(1) for any X ∈ X(Rn+1
+ ), there holds∫
M
ψdivMXdHn + cos(π − θ)

∫
T

div∂Rn+1
+

XdHn

=−
∫
M
ψX ·HdHn − sin θ

∫
Γ
X · En+1dHn−1, (2.19)

(2) there exists ν̄ ∈ L1(∂Rn+1
+ ,HnxΓ) such that |ν̄| = 1 for a.e. x ∈ Γ and satisfies:∫

T
div∂Rn+1

+
XdHn =

∫
Γ
X · ν̄dHn−1, ∀X ∈ Xt(R

n+1
+ ). (2.20)

In particular, we say that (var(M,ψ), var(T ), var(Γ)) is a θ-stationary triple if H = 0 for a.e.
x ∈M . In this case, the first variation formula simply reads∫

M
ψdivMXdHn + cos(π − θ)

∫
T

div∂Rn+1
+

XdHn

=− sin θ

∫
Γ
X · En+1dHn−1, ∀X ∈ X(Rn+1

+ ). (2.21)

Note that we have already proved that the triple of varifolds (var(∂relΩ), var(T ), var(Γ)) sat-
isfies the contact angle condition θ by virtue of (2.18) and (2.17). Now we focus on the blow-up
behavior along Γ of the triple, and we aim at showing that the blow-up limit of the triple
is θ-stationary. Recall the assumption that Γ is a smooth (n − 1)-manifold in ∂Rn+1 in the
Alexandrov-type theorem Theorem 1.3. A direct consequence of the assumption is that T is
now a compact domain with smooth boundary Γ in ∂Rn+1

+
∼= Rn, and it is clear that at any

x ∈ Γ, any blow-up of T would be a half n-plane in ∂Rn+1
+ , whose boundary (a (n − 1)-plane)

is exactly the blow-up limit of Γ.
Since (see below (2.7)) the pair of varifolds (var(∂relΩ), var(T)) has fixed contact angle θ

as in [DD21, Definition 3.1] with constant generalized mean curvature, it follows that when
θ ∈ (π/2, π), the varifold

V := var(∂relΩ) + cos(π − θ)var(T ) (2.22)

is a free boundary varifold in Rn+1
+ with constant generalized mean curvature. Using [De 21,

Theorem 1.4], we see that the density Θn(||V ||, x) exists and is finite for every x ∈ Γ, and that
the density function is upper semi-continuous on Γ, so that

Θn(||V ||, x) ≥ 1 + cos(π − θ)
2

> 0, ∀x ∈ Γ, (2.23)

since (2.23) holds for every x ∈ regΓ.
With the nontrivial uniform lower density bound of V , we can follow the argument in

[LZZ21, Theorem 5.1, Step 2]. By using the reflection principle Lemma 2.4, we conclude that:
VarTan(V, x) is non-empty and any C ∈ VarTan(V, x) is a nontrivial, stationary n-rectifiable

cone in TxR
n+1
+

∼= Rn+1
+ . Moreover, since we assume Γ is a smooth (n − 1)-manifold in

∂Rn+1, we know that any blow-up of T at x ∈ Γ would be a half n-plane in ∂Rn+1
+ , and

hence Θn(||var(T )||, x) = 1
2 , which together with (2.23) shows that Θn(||var(∂relΩ)||, x) ≥ 1

2 .
Therefore, VarTan(var(∂relΩ), x) is non-empty and any blow-up limit is a non-trivial rectifiable
cone.

For the case θ ∈ (0, π/2), we consider the varifold (see Remark 2.5)

Ṽ := var(∂relΩ) + cos θvar(∂B+ ∩ ∂Rn+1
+ \ T )
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instead of V in (2.22), using the same approach we may conclude that VarTan(var(∂relΩ), x) is
non-empty and any blow-up limit is a non-trivial rectifiable cone.

To proceed, we fix any point x ∈ Γ. By the argument above and thanks again to the
assumption that Γ ⊂ ∂Rn+1 and T are smooth, we can find a sequence ρj ↘ 0 as j →∞, such

that there exists rectifiable cones var(M̃, ψ1), var(T̃ ) and var(Γ̃) satisfying (here T−x
ρj
→ T̃ as

j →∞ is a n-dimensional half-space in ∂Rn+1
+ and Γ̃ is the boundary of T̃ in ∂Rn+1

+ )

1

ρnj
(ηx,ρj )#(Hnx∂relΩ) = Hnx(∂relΩ− x

ρj
)
∗
⇀ ψ1HnxM̃.

In particular, by virtue of (2.18) and the stationarity of var(M̃, ψ1) + cos(π−θ)var(T̃ ), we have:∫
M̃
ψ1divM̃XdHn + cos(π − θ)

∫
T̃

div∂Rn+1
+

XdHn = − sin θ

∫
Γ̃
X · En+1dHn−1, ∀X ∈ X(Rn+1

+ ).

(2.24)

On the other hand, it is clear that we have∫
T̃

div∂Rn+1
+

XdHn =

∫
Γ̃
X · ν̄dHn−1, ∀X ∈ Xt(R

n+1
+ ), (2.25)

where ν̄ denotes the outer unit normal of T̃ along its boundary Γ̃ in ∂Rn+1.
Combining these facts, we find that the blow-up limit of the triple is θ-stationary in accordance

with Definition 2.13.

2.8. Maximum Principles. We end the preliminary section with the following crucial maxi-
mum principles for rectifiable varifolds.

Lemma 2.14 ([DM19, Lemma 3]). Let M be a normalized locally Hn-rectifiable set such that
var(M,ψ) is stationary on Rn+1. If M is a cone (that is, M = tM for every t > 0), and M
is contained in a closed half-space H with 0 ∈ ∂H, then M = ∂H. In particular, M cannot
be contained in the convex intersection of two distinct, nonopposite half-spaces containing the
origin.

Enlightened by the proof of the interior maximum principle Lemma 2.14, we derive the fol-
lowing boundary maximum principles.

Lemma 2.15. Let M ⊂ Rn+1
+ be a normalized locally Hn-rectifiable set, let ψ be a positive locally

Hn-integrable function on M with ψ(x) = ψ(tx) for x ∈M and t > 0, such that var(M,ψ) is a

stationary varifold with free boundary in Rn+1
+ . If M is a cone (that is, M = tM for every t > 0),

and M is contained in a closed half-space H with 0 ∈ ∂H and H meets ∂Rn+1
+ orthogonally,

then M = ∂H ∩Rn+1
+ . In particular, M cannot be contained in the convex intersection of two

distinct, nonopposite half-spaces containing the origin and intersecting ∂Rn+1
+ orthogonally.

Proof of Lemma 2.15. Let H =
{
z ∈ Rn+1 : z · ν ≤ 0

}
, where ν ∈ Sn−1 ⊂ ∂Rn+1

+
∼= Rn. Given

ϕ ∈ C∞c ([0,∞)) with 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 1, ϕ(r) = 1 on [0, ε) for some ε > 0, and ϕ′(r) < 0 on {0 < ϕ < 1}.
Now we set X(x) = ϕ(|x|)ν for x ∈ Rn+1, clearly X ∈ Xt(R

n+1
+ ), and ∇X = ϕ′(|x|)ν⊗ x̂, where

x̂ = x/|x| if x 6= 0. Let νM : M → Sn be a Borel vector field such that TxM = νM (x)⊥ for
Hn-a.e. x ∈M . Since M is a cone, we have x̂ · νM (x) = 0 for Hn-a.e. x ∈M , it follows that

divMX = divX − νM · ∇X[νM ] = ϕ′(|x|)(ν · x̂− (νM · ν)(νM · x̂)) = ϕ′(|x|)(ν · x̂),
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and hence by the fact that var(M,ψ) is a free boundary stationary varifold in Rn+1
+ , we have

0 =

∫
M

divMXψdHn =

∫
M
ϕ′(|x|)(ν · x̂)ψ(x)dHn(x). (2.26)

Since M ⊂ H, we know that ν · x̂ ≤ 0 for every x ∈M . The arbitrariness of ε then implies that

ν · x̂ = 0 for Hn-a.e. x ∈M , and hence M = ∂H ∩Rn+1
+ .

The rest of the statement in Lemma 2.15 follows easily. The lemma is thus proved. �

Lemma 2.16. Given θ ∈ [π/2, π). Let M ⊂ Rn+1
+ , T ⊂ ∂Rn+1

+ be normalized locally Hn-

rectifiable sets, let Γ ⊂ ∂Rn+1
+ be a normalized locally Hn−1-rectifiable set. Suppose that

var(M,ψ1), var(T, ψ2) and var(Γ, ψ3) are rectifiable cones (in the sense that M = tM for ev-
ery t > 0 and ψ1 is a positive locally Hn-integrable function on M with ψ1(x) = ψ1(tx) for
x ∈ M and t > 0), such that the triple (var(M,ψ1), var(T, ψ2), var(Γ, ψ3)) is θ-stationary as
in Definition 2.13. If M is contained in a closed half-space H− = {z ∈ Rn+1 : z · ν ≤ 0}
with 0 ∈ ∂H−, ν ∈ Sn, then α := arccos (ν · (−En+1)) ≤ θ. Moreover, if α = θ, then

M = ∂H− ∩Rn+1
+ .

Proof of Lemma 2.16. By definition of α, we readily see that there exists a constant vector field
e1 ∈ T∂Rn+1

+ such that

ν = sinαe1 − cosαEn+1.

Given ϕ ∈ C∞c ([0,∞)) with 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 1, ϕ(r) = 1 on [0, ε) for some ε > 0, and ϕ′(r) < 0
on {0 < ϕ < 1}. Now we set X1(x) = ϕ(|x|)e1 for x ∈ Rn+1, clearly X1 ∈ Xt(R

n+1
+ ), and

∇X1 = ϕ′(|x|)e1 ⊗ x̂, where x̂ = x/|x| if x 6= 0. Let νM : M → Sn be a Borel vector field such
that TxM = νM (x)⊥ for Hn-a.e. x ∈ M . Since M is a cone, we have x̂ · νM (x) = 0 for Hn-a.e.
x ∈M , and hence

divMX1(x) =divX1(x)− νM (x) · ∇X1[νM (x)]

=ϕ′(|x|) (e1 · x̂− (e1 · νM (x))(x̂ · νM (x))) = ϕ′(|x|)e1 · x̂.
Similarly, since e1 · En+1 = 0, we have

div∂Rn+1
+

X1 = divX1 − En+1 · ∇X1[En+1] = ϕ′(|x|)e1 · x̂, ∀x ∈ ∂Rn+1
+ .

By virtue of the fact that the triple (var(M,ψ1), var(T, ψ2), var(Γ, ψ3)) is θ-stationary, testing
(2.21) and (2.20) with X1, we find∫

M
ϕ′(|x|)e1 · x̂ψ1(x)dHn(x) = cos θ

∫
T
ϕ′(|x|)e1 · x̂ψ2(x)dHn(x)

= cos θ

∫
Γ
ϕ(|x|)e1 · ν̄(x)ψ3(x)dHn−1(x) ≤ − cos θ

∫
Γ
ϕ(|x|)ψ3(x)dHn−1(x). (2.27)

In the last inequality, we used θ ∈ [π2 , π).

On the other hand, we consider X2(x) = ϕ(|x|)En+1 for x ∈ Rn+1, and we have ∇X2 =
ϕ′(|x|)En+1 ⊗ x̂. Again, since M is a cone, we have

divMX2(x) =divX2(x)− νM (x) · ∇X2[νM ](x)

=ϕ′(|x|)En+1 · x̂,
and also

div∂Rn+1
+

X2 = divX2 − En+1 · ∇X2[En+1] = 0, ∀x ∈ ∂Rn+1
+ .
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Testing (2.21) with X2, we find∫
M
ϕ′(|x|)En+1 · x̂ψ1(x)dHn(x) = − sin θ

∫
Γ
ϕ(|x|)ψ3(x)dHn−1(x). (2.28)

Recall that ν = sinαe1 − cosαEn+1, combining with (2.27) and (2.28), we obtain∫
M
ϕ′(|x|)ν · x̂ψ1(x)dHn(x) ≤ − sinα cos θ

∫
Γ
ϕ(|x|)ψ3(x)dHn−1(x)

+ sin θ cosα

∫
Γ
ϕ(|x|)ψ3(x)dHn−1(x) = sin(θ − α)

∫
Γ
ϕ(|x|)ψ3(x)dHn−1(x). (2.29)

Since M ⊂ H−, we have ∫
M
ϕ′(|x|)ν · x̂ψ1(x)dHn(x) ≥ 0.

It follows that θ ≥ α.
On the other hand, if α = θ, then from the argument above (in particular, (2.29)) we know

that ν · x̂ = 0 for Hn-a.e. x ∈ M , which implies M = ∂H− ∩ Rn+1
+ . The proof is thus

completed. �

We can see from the above proof that the only reason that we have to restrict θ ∈ [π/2, π) is
for deriving the inequality (2.27), in other words, if the equality holds in (2.27) (consequently,
equality holds in (2.29)), then we can remove the angle restriction. In this regard, we have the
following maximum principle.

Lemma 2.17. Given θ ∈ (0, π) and a closed half-space H− = {z ∈ Rn+1 : z · ν ≤ 0} with

0 ∈ ∂H−, ν ∈ Sn (and we let H+ be the antipodal closed half-space). Let M ⊂ Rn+1
+ be

a normalized locally Hn-rectifiable set, T = H+ ∩ ∂Rn+1
+ ,Γ = ∂H+ ∩ ∂Rn+1

+ . Suppose that
var(M,ψ1) is a rectifiable cone (in the sense that M = tM for every t > 0 and ψ1 is a positive
locally Hn-integrable function on M with ψ1(x) = ψ1(tx) for x ∈ M and t > 0), such that the
triple (var(M,ψ1), var(T ), var(Γ)) is θ-stationary as in Definition 2.13. If M is contained in

H−, then α := arccos (ν · (−En+1)) ≤ θ. Moreover, if α = θ, then M = ∂H− ∩Rn+1
+ .

Proof. We can proceed as the proof of Lemma 2.16 and notice the fact that e1 = −ν̄ along Γ
since T = H+ ∩ ∂Rn+1

+ and Γ = ∂H− ∩ ∂Rn+1
+ . In particular, this implies that (2.27) holds

as an equality and consequently we obtain the equality in (2.29). By virtue of the fact that
M ⊂ H−, we can derive the same conclusion as that of Lemma 2.16 for both of the cases when
π > α > θ > 0 and α = θ. This completes the proof. �

Finally, we are going to exploit the interior strong maximum principle for rectifiable varifolds
derived by Schätzle.

Theorem 2.18 ([Sch04, Theorem 6.2]). Let M be a normalized locally Hn-rectifiable set with
distributional mean curvature vector H ∈ Lp(ψHnxM ; Rn+1), for some p > max{2, n}.

Pick ν ∈ Sn, h0 ∈ R, and consider a connected open set U ⊂ ν⊥ such that

ϕ(z) = inf{h > h0 : z + hν ∈M}, z ∈ U, (2.30)

satisfies ϕ(z) ∈ (h0,∞) for every z ∈ U .
If η ∈ W 2,p(U ; (h0,∞)) is such that η ≤ ϕ on U with η(z0) = ϕ(z0) for some z0 ∈ U , then it

cannot be that

−div

(
∇η√

1 + |∇η|2

)
(z) ≤ H(z + ϕ(z)ν) · −∇ϕ(z) + ν√

1 + |∇ϕ(z)|2
, (2.31)
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for Hn-a.e. z ∈ U , unless η = ϕ on U .

3. C1,1-rectifiability theorem of Γts;θ

Recall Γts;θ defined in Definition 1.5. The main result of this section is the C1,1-rectifiability
theorem for this set.

Theorem 3.1. Given θ ∈ (0, π). If Ω ⊂ Rn+1
+ is a nonempty, bounded, relatively open set with

finite perimeter, then for every 0 < t <∞, and a.e. 0 < s < t, there exists a countable collection
{Uj}j≥1 of compacts subsets of Γts;θ such that Hn(Γts;θ \

⋃∞
j=1 Uj) = 0, with each Uj contained

in a C1,1-hypersurface in Rn+1. Moreover, denoting by Nθ the gradient of the shifted distance
function δθ, then Nθ |Uj is Lipschitz for every j ≥ 1.

The following fine properties of Γts;θ are crucial for proving the rectifiability result.

3.1. Fine properties of Γts;θ. Given θ ∈ (0, π), for any nonempty, bounded, relatively open

set with finite perimeter Ω ⊂ Rn+1
+ , we define Γts;θ and Γ+

s;θ as in Definition 1.5. Recall that

for any y ∈ Rn+1, the shifted distance function from ∂relΩ is defined as δθ(y) = supr≥0{r :
Br(y− r cos θEn+1)∩∂relΩ = ∅}. Following [Fed59, Definition 4.1], we define the shifted unique
point projection mapping as follows.

Definition 3.2. Given θ ∈ (0, π), for any nonempty, bounded, relatively open set Ω ⊂ Rn+1
+ ,

let Unpθ(∂relΩ) be the set of points y ∈ Rn+1 for which there exists a unique point of ∂relΩ
nearest to y with respect to the shifted distance function δθ, and the map

ξθ : Unpθ(∂relΩ)→ ∂relΩ (3.1)

associates with y ∈ Unpθ(∂relΩ) the unique x ∈ ∂relΩ such that δθ(y) = dist(x, y−δθ(y) cos θEn+1).

Our first observation is that Γts;θ ⊂ Unpθ(∂relΩ), we refer to Figure 3 for illustration.

Lemma 3.3. Given θ ∈ (0, π), for any nonempty, bounded, relatively open set with finite perime-

ter Ω ⊂ Rn+1
+ and for every 0 < s < t < ∞, let Γts;θ be as in Definition 1.5. Then, for any

y ∈ Γts;θ, it has a unique point projection onto ∂relΩ with respect to δθ, which reads as ξθ(y) = x;

in other words, Γts;θ ⊂ Unpθ(∂relΩ).

Proof. By definition, for any y ∈ Γts;θ, there exists x = γy(0) ∈ ∂relΩ, z = γy(t) ∈ ∂relΩt.

Consider the geodesic γy(r)− r cos θEn+1 defined on r ∈ [0, t], by (1.4) there holds

δ(γy(r)− r cos θEn+1) = δθ(γy(r)) = r ∀r ∈ [0, t],

which means γy(r)− r cos θEn+1 is a unit-speed line segment, and it is easy to see the following
claim holds.

Claim. |x− (y − s cos θEn+1)| = s, |y − s cos θEn+1 − (z − t cos θEn+1)| = t− s.
Now we show that x is uniquely determined by y. Since y ∈ ∂relΩs, if there exists x′ 6= x ∈

∂relΩ such that |x′ − (y − s cos θEn+1)| = s, then by the triangle inequality we have

|x′ − (z − t cos θEn+1)| < |x′ − (y − s cos θEn+1)|+ |y − z + (t− s) cos θEn+1| = s+ t− s = t,

contradicts to the fact that z ∈ ∂relΩt. Therefore, we have showed that x is the unique point of
∂relΩ nearest to y with respect to δθ; that is, ξθ(y) = x. �
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Figure 3. Γts;θ

Once 0 < s < t < ∞ and y ∈ Γts;θ are fixed, it follows from Lemma 3.3 that the geodesic

(constant-speed line segment) γy : [0, t] → Rn+1 as in Definition 1.5 is unique. Moreover, for
the geodesic γy(r)− r cos θEn+1 defined on r ∈ [0, t], we see from the proof of Lemma 3.3 that
any point on it has a unique point projection onto ∂relΩ with respect to the distance function
δ, which reads as

ξ(γy(r)− r cos θEn+1) = x, ∀r ∈ [0, t).

Equipped with the fact that Γts;θ ⊂ Unpθ(∂relΩ), we can explore the shifted distance function

δθ on Rn+1 and the unique point projection mapping ξθ on Γts;θ. We collect the fine properties
of δθ and ξθ as follows.

Lemma 3.4. Given θ ∈ (0, π), for any nonempty, bounded, relatively open set with finite perime-

ter Ω ⊂ Rn+1
+ , the following statements hold:

(1) δθ is a Lipschitz function on Rn+1 with Lipschitz constant at most 1
1−| cos θ| , i.e., for any

x, y ∈ Rn+1,

|δθ(y)− δθ(x)| ≤ 1

1− | cos θ|
|x− y|.

(2) For 0 ≤ r1 < r2, and for any y ∈ Rn+1, the strictly inclusion holds:

Br1(y − r1 cos θEn+1) ⊂ Br2(y − r2 cos θEn+1).

(3) Nθ(y) := ∇δθ(y) exists for Ln+1-a.e. y ∈ Rn+1. Moreover, when it exists, there holds

1

1 + | cos θ|
≤ |Nθ(y)| ≤ 1

1− | cos θ|
. (3.2)

In particular, as θ = π/2, |Nθ(y)| = 1 when it exists.
(4) For 0 < s < t, ξθ is continuous on Γts;θ.
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Proof. (1) We fix any x, y ∈ Rn+1. Since ∂relΩ is compact in Rn+1, we can take a ∈ ∂relΩ such
that δθ(x) = |a−(x−δθ(x) cos θEn+1)|. We assume without loss of generality that δθ(y) ≥ δθ(x),
then by the triangle inequality, we find

|δθ(y)− δθ(x)| =δθ(y)− δθ(x)

≤|a− (y − δθ(y) cos θEn+1)| − |a− (x− δθ(x) cos θEn+1)|
≤|x− y + (δθ(y)− δθ(x)) cos θEn+1|
≤|x− y|+ |δθ(y)− δθ(x)|| cos θ|,

we rearrange this to see

|δθ(y)− δθ(x)| ≤ 1

1− | cos θ|
|x− y|. (3.3)

This completes the proof of (1).
(2) This amounts to be a simple observation due to the triangle inequality. Indeed, for any
z ∈ ∂Br1(y − r1 cos θEn+1), if |z − (y − r2 cos θEn+1)| ≥ r2, then we have

dist(z, y − r1 cos θEn+1) + dist(y − r1 cos θEn+1, y − r2 cos θEn+1) ≥ dist(z, y − r2 cos θEn+1),

namely,

r1 + (r2 − r1)| cos θ| ≥ r2,

which leads to a contradiction since θ ∈ (0, π) and completes the proof of (2).
(3) By virtue of the Rademacher’s theorem, δθ is differentiable at Ln+1-a.e. y ∈ Rn+1. When
Nθ(y) exists, we may assume that there exists a unique x ∈ ∂relΩ, such that δθ(y) = |x − (y −
δθ(y) cos θEn+1)|.

Claim 1. ∇δθ(y) ‖ x− (y − δθ(y) cos θEn+1).
Indeed, thanks to (1.4), we have the following relation of distance and shifted distance:

δ(y − δθ(y) cos θEn+1) = δθ(y). (3.4)

Notice that by virtue of [Fed59, Theorem 4.8 (3)], (∇δ) (y−δθ(y) cos θEn+1) = x−(y−δθ(y) cos θEn+1)
δθ(y) .

Differentiating both sides of (3.4), we get the claim.
Claim 2. For any 0 < t ≤ 1, δθ (y + t(x− y)) = (1− t)δθ(y).
Observe that y+t(x−y)−(1−t)δθ(y) cos θEn+1 = y−δθ(y) cos θEn+1+t (x− (y − δθ(y) cos θEn+1)),

and trivially we have |x−RHS| = (1− t)δθ(y), since dist(x, y− δθ(y) cos θEn+1) = δθ(y). There-
fore, we have: δθ(y + t(x− y)) ≤ (1− t)δθ(y).

On the other hand, since 1/(1− t) > 1, we know that

B̄(1−t)δθ(y) (y + t(x− y)− (1− t)δθ(y) cos θEn+1) ⊂ B̄δθ(y) (y − δθ(y) cos θEn+1)

with the only common point x, and it follows from (2) that for any r < (1 − t)δθ(y), Br(y +
t(x− y)− r cos θEn+1)∩ ∂relΩ = ∅, which implies δθ(y+ t(x− y)) = (1− t)δθ(y) and proves the
claim.

Now we are ready to carry out the proof of (3.2), we abbreviate Nθ(y)/|Nθ(y)| by N̂θ(y).

By Claim 1 we know that x − (y − δθ(y) cos θEn+1) = −δθ(y)N̂θ(y), and hence x − y =

−δθ(y)(N̂θ(y) + cos θEn+1). Notice that the Taylor expansion of δθ(y + t(x− y)) at y gives

δθ(y + t(x− y)) = δθ(y) + tNθ(y) · (x− y) + o(t),

which, by Claim 2 and the above observation, reads as

−tδθ(y) = tNθ(y) ·
(
−δθ(y)

(
N̂θ(y) + cos θEn+1

))
+ o(t),
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sending t↘ 0+ and rearranging, we thus find

|Nθ(y)| = 1

1 + cos θN̂θ(y) · En+1

, (3.5)

(3.2) follows easily.
For (4), suppose on the contrary that there exists some ε > 0 and a sequence of points

{yi}∞i=1 ⊂ Γts;θ, converges to y ∈ Γts;θ, such that |ξθ(y)− ξθ(yi)| ≥ ε for every large i.
By definition, for each i, we have, for i large, there holds

|ξθ(yi)− (yi − s cos θEn+1)| = δθ(yi) = s. (3.6)

Using the triangle inequality and the fact that yi converges to y, we find

|ξθ(yi)− (y − s cos θEn+1)| ≤|ξθ(yi)− (yi − s cos θEn+1)|+ |yi − y|
=s+ |yi − y| < s+ ε.

This means, all the points {ξθ(yi)}i are lying in ∂relΩ∩Bs+ε(y−s cos θEn+1), which is a bounded
subset of the compact set ∂relΩ, and hence by passing to a subsequence, we can assume that
{ξθ(yi)}i converges to some point x ∈ ∂relΩ. But then, since δθ is continuous, we have

s = δθ(y) = lim
i→∞

δθ(yi) = lim
i→∞
|ξθ(yi)− (yi − s cos θEn+1)| = |x− (y − s cos θEn+1)|,

which implies that x = ξθ(y) since we have proved that y ∈ Γts;θ ⊂ Unpθ(∂relΩ) in Lemma 3.3.
However, this contradicts to the assumption that

|x− ξθ(y)| = lim
i→∞
|ξθ(yi)− ξθ(y)| ≥ ε,

and hence completes the proof. �

Remark 3.5. When Ω is contained in a Euclidean space, similar results are included in [Fed59,
4.8(1)(2)(3)(4)].

With the help of Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4, we can fully explore the fine properties of Γts;θ
and Γ+

s;θ, which are well understood in the Euclidean case, see [DM19, Theorem1].

Proposition 3.6. Given θ ∈ (0, π). For any nonempty, bounded, relatively open set with finite

perimeter Ω ⊂ Rn+1
+ and for every 0 < s < t <∞, there holds

(1) For s < t1 < t2, Γt2s;θ ⊂ Γt1s;θ. In particular, Γ+
s;θ = limt→s+ Γts;θ.

(2) Γts;θ is a compact set in Rn+1
+ .

(3) At any y ∈ Γts;θ, Γts;θ is bounded by two mutually tangent balls in Rn+1 with radii s and
t− s.

(4) δθ is differentiable at every y ∈ Γts;θ.

Proof. (1) The first part of the statement follows easily from the definition of Γts;θ, while by

virtue of the inclusion, it is apparent that Γ+
s;θ = limt→s+ Γts;θ.

(2) It suffice to prove that Γts;θ is a closed set, i.e., if a sequence of points {yi}∞i=1 ⊂ Γts;θ converges

to y, then it must be that y ∈ Γts;θ.

By definition of Γts;θ, for each yi, there exists corresponding points xi ∈ ∂relΩ, zi ∈ ∂relΩt. By

Lemma 3.4, ξθ is continuous on Γts, and hence we have: {xi}∞i=1 is a Cauchy sequence in ∂relΩ.
Notice that ∂relΩ is closed in Rn+1, and hence {xi}∞i=1 converges to some x ∈ ∂relΩ. Similarly,
{zi}∞i=1 converges to some z ∈ ∂relΩt.
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By continuity, we have

δθ(y) = lim
i→∞

δθ(yi) = s, |x− (y − s cos θEn+1)| = lim
i→∞
|ξθ(yi)− (yi − s cos θEn+1)| = s.

Similarly, we deduce that |y − s cos θEn+1 − (z − t cos θEn+1)| = t − s. By using the triangle
inequality again, we find

t = δθ(z) ≤|x− (z − t cos θEn+1)|
≤|x− (y − s cos θEn+1)|+ |y − z + (t− s) cos θEn+1| = t,

it is easy to see that the line segment joining x and z− t cos θEn+1 must contain y−s cos θEn+1,
and hence one may verify that y ∈ Γts;θ by definition, which completes the proof of (2).

(3) can be deduced from the definition of Γts;θ and Lemma 3.3. Indeed, it is easy to see that for

every y ∈ Γts;θ,

{y − s cos θEn+1} = ∂Bt−s(z − t cos θEn+1) ∩ ∂Bs(x), (3.7)

and hence Γts;θ−s cos θEn+1 is trapped betweenBt−s(z−t cos θEn+1) andBs(x) at y−s cos θEn+1.

This in turn implies that Γts;θ is trapped between two mutually tangent balls with radii s and
t− s at every of its points.
(4) is a direct consequence of the fact that y ∈ Γts;θ ⊂ Unpθ(∂relΩ), which we proved in
Lemma 3.3. �

3.2. C1,1-rectifiability theorem and its consequences.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. We follow closely the proof in [DM19, Proof of Theorem 1: Step 1] with
modifications to our shifted distance function δθ. Recall that we denote by Nθ(y) the gradient
of δθ at y, which exists at every y ∈ Γts;θ thanks to Proposition 3.6(4), and we denote the

normalized vector Nθ(y)/|Nθ(y)| simply by N̂θ(y).
Step 1. C1-rectifiability of Γts;θ.

First we estimate |Nθ(y) · (y′ − y)| for any y, y′ ∈ Γts;θ. By virtue of Lemma 3.4(3) and

Proposition 3.6, we get an explicit expression of Nθ(y) by x, y, z. Indeed, by virtue of Claim 1
in the proof of Lemma 3.4(3), we find

N̂θ(y) =
−x+ (z − t cos θEn+1)

| − x+ (z − t cos θEn+1)|
. (3.8)

This, together with Claim 2 in the proof of Lemma 3.4(3), implies the following fact: for any
y ∈ Γts;θ, and for r ∈ [−s, t− s], there holds

y − s cos θEn+1 + rN̂θ(y) ∈ ∂relΩs+r − (s+ r) cos θEn+1, (3.9)

here we adopt the convention that ∂relΩ0 = ∂relΩ. We rearrange this to see

y + r(N̂θ(y) + cos θEn+1) ∈ ∂relΩs+r. (3.10)

Using (3.10) and recalling (1.4), for y, y′ ∈ Γts;θ, we have

s2 ≤|y − s(N̂θ(y) + cos θEn+1)− (y′ − s cos θEn+1)|2

=s2 − 2sN̂θ(y) · (y − y′) + |y − y′|2, (3.11)
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and also

(t− s)2 ≤|
(
y + (t− s)(N̂θ(y) + cos θEn+1)− t cos θEn+1

)
− (y′ − s cos θEn+1)|2

=|y + (t− s)N̂θ(y)− y′|2 = (t− s)2 + 2(t− s)N̂θ(y) · (y − y′) + |y − y′|2. (3.12)

Combining these facts and using (3.2), we obtain the estimate

|Nθ(y) · (y′ − y)| ≤|Nθ(y)|max{1

s
,

1

t− s
}|y − y

′|2

2

≤max{1

s
,

1

t− s
} |y − y′|2

2(1− | cos θ|)
for all y, y′ ∈ Γts;θ. (3.13)

By Proposition 3.6, Nθ is continuous on Γts;θ, and hence we have the pair (δθ, Nθ) ∈ C0(Γts;θ; R×
Rn+1), satisfying the key estimate (3.13). Observe that

lim sup
ε→0+

{|δθ(y
′)− δθ(y)−Nθ(y) · (y′ − y)|

|y′ − y|
: 0 < |y′ − y| ≤ ε, y′, y ∈ Γts;θ}

≤ lim sup
ε→0+

{
max{ 1

2(t−s) ,
1
2s}|y − y

′|2

(1− | cos θ|) |y′ − y|
: 0 < |y′ − y| ≤ ε, y′, y ∈ Γts;θ

}
= 0, (3.14)

where in the inequality we used the fact that δθ(y
′) = δθ(y) = s and (3.13). In particular, with

this in force, we can use the C1-Whitney’s extension theorem to find that there exists φθ ∈
C1(Rn+1) such that (φθ,∇φθ) = (δθ, Nθ) on Γts;θ. Moreover, by (3.8) we know that Nθ(y) 6= 0,

and hence we can use the C1-Implicit function theorem for φθ to find: for every y ∈ Γts;θ, there

exists an open set U ⊂ Rn, and a C1-function ψ : U → R1, such that Γts;θ ⊂ (x′, ψ(x′)) on U ,

i.e., Γts;θ lies in the C1-image of Ψ : U ⊂ Rn → Rn+1, given by Ψ(x′) = (x′, ψ(x′)). On the other

hand, using the coarea formula and invoking (3.2), we obtain

|Ω|
1− | cos θ|

≥
∫

Ω
|∇δθ|dLn+1 =

∫ ∞
0
Hn(∂relΩs)ds, (3.15)

since Ω is bounded, this implies, for a.e. s > 0, Hn(∂relΩs) < ∞, it follows that Hn(Γts;θ) < ∞
for a.e. s > 0. In particular, these facts yield the Hn-rectifiability of Γts;θ.

Step 2. Nθ is tangentially differentiable along Γts;θ at Hn-a.e. y ∈ Γts;θ.

As presented in [DM19], the key point of this step is to show that Nθ is Locally Lipschitz on
Γts;θ. Indeed, we will show that for any Γts;θ having finite Hn-measure, it can be covered, up to

a Hn-negligible set, by compact sets {Uj}j∈N, such that Nθ |Uj is Lipschitz.

We first construct {Uj}, let C(N, ρ) = {z + hN : z ∈ N⊥, |z| < ρ, |h| < ρ} denote the open
cylinder in Rn+1, centered at the origin with axis along N ∈ Sn, radius ρ > 0 and height 2ρ.
By Proposition 3.6 and the C1-rectifiability of Γts;θ, we know that Γts;θ admits an approximate

tangent plane at Hn-a.e. of its points and this plane is then exactly
{
N̂θ(y)

}⊥
, which is a

n-dimensional affine plane in Rn+1, i.e.,

TyΓ
t
s;θ =

{
N̂θ(y)

}⊥
for Hn-a.e. y ∈ Γts;θ.
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By [Mag12, Theorem 10.2] and notice that for any fixed ρ, there exists 0 < ρ1 < ρ2 such that

Bρ1 ⊂ C(N̂θ(y), ρ) ⊂ Bρ2 , we have

lim
ρ→0+

Hn
(

Γts;θ ∩
(
y + C

(
N̂θ (y) , ρ

)))
ωnρn

= 1, for Hn-a.e. y ∈ Γts;θ.

For a sequence {ρj}j∈N such that ρj → 0 as j →∞, we set

fj(y) :=
Hn
(

Γts;θ ∩
(
y + C

(
N̂θ (y) , ρj

)))
ωnρnj

,

then fj → 1 for Hn-a.e. y ∈ Γts;θ. By Egoroff’s theorem and [EG15, Lemma 1.1], there exists a

compact set U1 ⊂ Γts;θ such that fj → 1 uniformly on U1 and Hn(Γts;θ \ U1) < 1
2H

n(Γts;θ). For

Γts;θ \ U1, we can use Egoroff’s theorem again to find a compact set U2 ⊂ Γts;θ \ U1 such that

fj → 1 uniformly on U2 and Hn
(

Γts;θ \ (U1 ∪ U2)
)
< 1

22Hn(Γts;θ). Using an inductive argument,

we obtain a sequence of compact sets {Uj}∞j=1 such that Hn(Γts;θ \
⋃∞
j=1 Uj) = 0 with fj → 1

uniformly on each Uj . Consequently, we have

µ∗j (ρ) := sup
y∈Uj

∣∣∣∣∣∣1−
Hn
(

Γts;θ ∩ (y + C(N̂θ(y), ρ)
)

ωnρn

∣∣∣∣∣∣→ 0 as ρ→ 0+. (3.16)

This shows that Γts;θ can be covered by a countable union of compact sets, up to a Hn-negligible
set.

Fix any y ∈ Uj ⊂ Γts;θ, we know from the C1-Implicit function theorem that Uj ⊂ Γts;θ is

the graph of a C1-function ψj(·) : Rn → R1 in a neighborhood of y. Therefore, up to further
subdivision of Uj , we may assume that each Uj satisfies: for each y ∈ Uj , there exists

ψj ∈ C1({N̂θ(y)}⊥), ψj(0) = 0, ∇ψj(0) = 0, ||∇ψj ||C0({N̂θ(y)}⊥) ≤ 1, (3.17)

such that, if U ′j denotes the projection of Uj on {N̂θ(y)}⊥ ∩ {|z| < ρj}, then

Uj ∩ (y + C(N̂θ(y), ρj)) = Γts;θ ∩ (y + C(N̂θ(y), ρj)) = y + {z + ψj(z)N̂θ(y) : z ∈ U ′j}, (3.18)

here ρj , ψj depend on the choice of the point y ∈ Uj . Moreover, if we set

µj(ρ) := max

{
µ∗j (ρ),max

|z|≤ρ
|∇ψj(z)|

}
, ρ ∈ (0, ρj ], (3.19)

then µj(ρ)→ 0 as ρ→ 0+ by (3.16) and the continuity of ∇ψj . This completes the construction
of the covering {Uj}j∈N.

To proceed, we need to show that Nθ is Lipschitz on each Uj , i.e., for any y1, y2 ∈ Uj , there
exists Cj > 0 for each j, such that

|Nθ(y1)−Nθ(y2)| ≤ Cj |y1 − y2|. (3.20)

Since Uj can be written as a C1-graph, with Proposition 3.6(3), (3.13) , Lemma 3.4(3) and (3.19)
in force, we can adopt exactly the same approach in [DM19, (3-16)] to find

|N̂θ(y1)− N̂θ(y2)| ≤ C̃j |y1 − y2|. (3.21)

To see that (3.20) holds, we use the triangle inequality to obtain

|Nθ(y1)−Nθ(y2)| ≤ |Nθ(y1)
∣∣∣|N̂θ(y1)− N̂θ(y2)

∣∣∣+
∣∣∣ |Nθ(y1)| − |Nθ(y2)|

∣∣∣,
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invoking (3.5), we find

∣∣∣ |Nθ(y1)| − |Nθ(y2)|
∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣cos θ
(
N̂θ(y2)− N̂θ(y1)

)
· En+1

∣∣∣(
1 + cos θN̂θ(y1) · En+1

)(
1 + cos θN̂θ(y2) · En+1

)
≤ | cos θ|

(1− | cos θ|)2

∣∣∣N̂θ(y1)− N̂θ(y2)
∣∣∣ .

This, together with the estimate (3.2) and also (3.21), gives exactly (3.20).
Recall that Γts;θ can be covered by {Uj}, up to a Hn-negligible set, and hence by virtue of

Rademacher’s theorem, Nθ is tangentially differentiable along Γts;θ at Hn-a.e. y ∈ Γts;θ.

Conclusion of the proof. C1,1-rectifiability of Γ+
s;θ.

By (3.13) and (3.20), on each Uj , we can use the Whitney-Glaser extension theorem to see
that there exists φθ ∈ C1,1(Rn+1) such that (δθ, Nθ) = (φθ,∇φθ) on Uj . Then, by the C1,1-

Implicit function theorem, for each y ∈ Uj , there exists ψj ∈ C1,1(
{
N̂θ(y)

}⊥
) satisfying (3.17)

and (3.18), which completes the proof.
�

Proposition 3.7. Given θ ∈ (0, π), let Ω be a nonempty, bounded, relatively open set with finite

perimeter in Rn+1
+ , for every 0 < t <∞, and for a.e. 0 < s < t, there holds

(1) Nθ is tangentially differentiable along Γts;θ at Hn-a.e. y ∈ Γts;θ, with{
∇Γts;θN̂θ(y) = −

∑n
i=1(κts;θ)i(y)τi(y)⊗ τi(y),

−1/s ≤ (κts;θ)i(y) ≤ 1/(t− s),
(3.22)

where
{(
κts;θ

)
i
(y)
}n
i=1

denote the principal curvatures of N̂θ along Γts;θ at y which are

indexed in increasing order.
(2) Letting Ω?

θ :=
⋃
s>0 Γ+

s;θ, then |Ω∆Ω?
θ| = 0.

(3) For every r < s < t, the map gr;θ : Γts;θ → Γts−r;θ, given by gr;θ(y) = y − r(N̂θ(y) +

cos θEn+1) for y ∈ Γts;θ, is a bijection from Γts;θ to Γts−r;θ and is Lipschitz when restricted
to each Uj, with

JΓts;θgr;θ(y) =

n∏
i=1

(1 + r(κs;θ)i(y)) , (κts−r;θ)i(gr;θ(y)) =
(κts;θ)i(y)

1 + r(κts;θ)i(y)
, (3.23)

for Hn-a.e. y ∈ Γts.

Proof. (1) Consider those Γts;θ resulting from the conclusion of Theorem 3.1. Recall that we

have proved: Nθ is tangentially differentiable along Γts;θ at Hn-a.e. y ∈ Γts;θ in Theorem 3.1,

which is done by constructing a sequence of compact sets Uj , such that Hn(Γts \
⋃∞
j=1 Uj) = 0,

where each Uj is proved to be contained in the graph of some C1,1-function, on which Nθ is
Lipschitz, see (3.20).

By virtue of Lemma 2.2, to study the tangential gradient of N̂θ along Γts;θ, it suffice to work

on each Uj (see (3.17) and (3.18) for the construction of Uj).
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To proceed, for any y ∈ Uj , we consider a natural Lipschitz extension of N̂θ, from Uj ∩(
y + C(N̂θ(y), ρ)

)
to y + C(N̂θ(y), ρ), denoted by N̂θ∗ and is given by

N̂θ∗(y + z + hN̂θ(y)) = N̂θ(y + z), ∀z ∈ {N̂θ(y)}⊥, |z|, h < ρj , (3.24)

where N̂θ(y + z) is just the upwards pointing unit normal of the graph (x′, ψj(x
′)) at y + z ∈

U ′j . With such Lipschitz extension and recalling Proposition 3.6(3), we can follow the classical

argument in [DM19, Theorem1, Step1] to conclude (1).

(2) We divide the proof into 2 steps.
Step 1. For every 0 < s < t <∞, there holds

Hn(∂relΩt) ≤ (t/s)nHn(Γts;θ). (3.25)

Indeed, for r ∈ [−s, t− s], we consider the map

fr;θ : Γts;θ → ∂relΩs+r, fr;θ(y) = y + r(N̂θ(y) + cos θEn+1). (3.26)

To see that fr;θ(y) ∈ ∂relΩs+r, we invoke (3.10). Notice that by the definition of Γts;θ, the map

ft−s;θ is surjective; that is, ∂relΩt = ft−s;θ(Γ
t
s;θ). Consequently, we can use the area formula

(2.1) to see that

Hn(∂relΩt) = Hn(ft−s;θ(Γ
t
s;θ)) ≤

∫
ft−s;θ(Γts;θ)

H0(f−1
t−s;θ(z))dH

n(z) =

∫
Γts;θ

JΓts;θft−sdHn, (3.27)

where JΓts;θft−s;θ denotes the tangential Jacobian of ft−s;θ along Γts;θ. By virtue of (1), a simple
computation then yields

JΓts;θft−s;θ =
n∏
i=1

(1− (t− s)(κts;θ)i) ≤ (1 +
t− s
s

)n = (
t

s
)n Hn-a.e. on Γts;θ,

where we have used (3.22) for the inequality. In particular, this completes the step.
Step 2. |Ω∆Ω?

θ| = 0.
We first apply the coarea formula to find

|Ω∆Ω?
θ|

1 + | cos θ|
≤
∫

Ω∆Ω?θ

|∇δθ|dLn+1 =

∫ ∞
0
Hn ((Ω∆Ω?

θ) ∩ ∂relΩs) ds =

∫ ∞
0
Hn(∂relΩs \ Γ+

s;θ)ds,

(3.28)

where we have used (3.2) for the first inequality; the fact that Γ+
s;θ ⊂ ∂relΩs for the last equality.

Claim. For a.e. s > 0, there holds

Hn(Γ+
s;θ) = Hn(∂relΩs). (3.29)

If the claim holds, we immediately deduce that |Ω∆Ω?
θ| = 0 by virtue of (3.28), which proves

(2). Now we prove the claim, using the coarea formula and the estimate (3.2) again, we find:
for every 0 < s < t <∞,∫ t

s
Hn(∂relΩr)dr =

∫
Ωs\Ωt

|∇δθ|dLn+1 ≤ |Ωs \ Ωt|
1− | cos θ|

≤ |Ω|
1− | cos θ|

<∞,

which implies that the function Hn(∂Ωr) is integrable on any [s, t] ⊂ R+. Therefore, we can
exploit the Lebesgue-Besicovitch Differentiation Theorem (see e.g., [EG15, Theorem 1.32]) to
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obtain

Hn(∂relΩs) = lim
ε→0+

1

2ε

∫ ε

−ε
Hn(∂relΩs+r)dr for a.e. s > 0, (3.30)

whereby (3.25) and Proposition 3.6(1),

1

2ε

∫ ε

−ε
Hn(∂relΩs+r)dr ≤

1

2ε

∫ ε

−ε
(1 + r/s)nHn(Γs+rs;θ )dr ≤ (1 + ε/s)nHn(Γ+

s;θ).

Since Γ+
s;θ ⊂ ∂relΩs, this proves (3.29) and hence (2).

(3) By virtue of (3.10), gr;θ is a bijection between Γts;θ and Γts−r;θ for every r ∈ (0, s) and t > 0.

We note that if y is a point of tangential differentiability of N̂θ along Γts;θ, then gr;θ(y) is a point

of tangential differentiability of Nθ along Γts−r;θ. Indeed, by virtue of Claim 1 in the proof of

Lemma 3.4(3), we have

N̂θ(y) = N̂θ(gr;θ(y)) = N̂θ

(
y − r(N̂θ(y) + cos θEn+1)

)
for all y ∈ Γts;θ, (3.31)

so that if y is a point of tangential differentiability of Nθ along Γts;θ and τ ∈ TyΓ
t
s;θ, then

τ ∈ Tgr;θ(y)Γ
t
s−r;θ and

(∇Γts;θN̂θ)y[τ ] = (∇Γts−r;θN̂θ)gr;θ(y)

[
τ − r(∇Γts;θN̂θ)y[τ ]

]
.

Consider the eigenvectors {τi(y)}ni=1 of N̂θ in (3.22), we find

−(κts;θ)i(y)τi(y) = (1 + r(κts;θ)i(y))(∇Γts−r;θN̂θ)gr;θ(y)[τi(y)],

which implies that {τi(y)}ni=1 is also an orthonormal basis for Tgr;θ(y)Γ
t
s−r;θ, consequently

(κts−r;θ)i(gr;θ(y)) =
(κts;θ)i(y)

1 + r(κts;θ)i(y)
.

The tangential Jacobian of gr;θ along Γts;θ can be computed directly, this completes the proof of

(3.23). �

4. Proof of the Alexandrov-type theorem

In this section, we prove Theorem 1.3. For simplicity, note that after rescaling, we may assume
that H0

Ω;θ = n in (2.15).

Proposition 4.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.3, there holds that

|Ω?
θ \ ζθ(Z)| = 0, (4.1)

where

Z =

{
(x, t) ∈ reg∂relΩ×R : 0 < t ≤ 1

κn(x)

}
, (4.2)

and ζθ is defined through ζθ : Z → Rn+1; (x, t) 7→ x− t(νΩ(x)− cos θEn+1).

Proof. As mentioned in the introduction, our first concern is the counting measure of g−1
s;θ (x) for

x ∈ reg∂relΩ.
Step 1. We prove that for all x ∈ ∂relΩ, there holds

H0(g−1
s;θ (x)) ≤ 2. (4.3)
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Suppose on the contrary that for some x ∈ ∂relΩ, H0(g−1
s;θ (x)) ≥ 3.

If x is in the interior of ∂relΩ, taking into account that var(∂relΩ) is of constant gener-
alized mean curvature, and also the monotonicity formula [Sim83, Theorem 17.6], any C ∈
VarTan(var(∂relΩ), x) would then be a nontrivial stationary varifold with Θn(||C||, q) ≥ 1 for
all q ∈ spt||C||, whose support is contained in the intersection of two nonopposite half-spaces.
Thanks to the uniform density lower bounds, C is rectifiable by the Rectifiability Theorem
[Sim83, Theorem 42.4], and it follows from [Sim83, Theorem 19.3] that C is a rectifiable cone.
By construction, ||C|| is supported in two non-opposite half-spaces, and hence we can use the
interior strong maximum principle Lemma 2.14 to derive a contradiction.

If x is a boundary point of ∂relΩ, namely, x ∈ Γ ⊂ ∂Rn+1
+ , we have the following crucial

observation.
1Claim. For all x ∈ Γ, it can not be that x = gs;θ(y) for some y ∈ Ω ∩Rn+1

+ (namely, y can
not be those points in Ω that lie in the open upper half-space).

Suppose on the contrary that there exists some s > 0 and some y ∈ Ω ∩Rn+1
+ such that x =

gs;θ(y), our aim is to show that this case is not possible. Indeed, let us set ν := y−s cos θEn+1−x
|y−s cos θEn+1−x| ,

since y lies in the interior of Ω, and recall that δθ(y) = s, we know that

ν · (−En+1) = −y · En+1

s
+ cos θ < cos θ,

which means that α := arccos (ν · −En+1) > θ strictly.
Our first observation is that the projection of y onto ∂Rn+1

+ must be in T , otherwise, the
point that y attains its shifted distance can not be in Γ, which contradicts to x = gs;θ(y).

Then we observe that, thanks to that Γ is a smooth (n− 1)-manifold in ∂Rn+1, the blow-up

limit T̃ is a n-half plane in ∂Rn+1
+ and Γ̃ is the relative boundary of T̃ in ∂Rn+1

+ (and is of course

an (n − 1)-plane). Since x = gs;θ(y) and H− = {z · ν ≤ 0}, we know that the (n − 1)-plane Γ̃

must coincide with the (n−1)-plane ∂H−∩∂Rn+1
+ , otherwise there exists some x′ 6= x ∈ Γ such

that dist(y − s cos θEn+1, x
′) < s = dist(y − s cos θEn+1, x), which contradicts again to the fact

that x = gs;θ(y).

From the second observation, we know that T̃ must be either H+∩∂Rn+1
+ or H−∩∂Rn+1, and

the possibility that T̃ = H− ∩ ∂Rn+1
+ is ruled out by virtue of the first observation. By virtue

of the arguments in Section 2.7, there exists a blow-up limit at x, which is a triple of rectifiable

cones, say
(

var(M̃, ψ1), var(T̃ ), var(Γ̃)
)

, that is θ-stationary. Moreover, by construction, the

support of var(M̃, ψ1) is contained in the closed half-space H− = {z ∈ Rn+1 : z · ν ≤ 0}.
Therefore, we can use the boundary maximum principle Lemma 2.17 for the θ-stationary triple(

var(M̃, ψ1), var(T̃ ), var(Γ̃)
)

to derive a contradiction to the fact that π > α > θ > 0, which

proves the claim.
From the claim we see that when x ∈ Γ, it must be that x = gs;θ(y) for some y ∈ Ω∩∂Rn+1

+ ⊂
T . In this case, following the proof of the claim, and notice that α = θ since y ∈ ∂Rn+1

+ , we
can use again the boundary maximum principles Lemma 2.16, Lemma 2.17 to see that when
θ ∈ (0, π/2) ∪ (π/2, π), H− is uniquely determined by the point y ∈ T such that x = gs;θ(y), so
that there exists at most one y ∈ T such that x = gs;θ(y). (4.3) is thus completed.

Step 2. We prove (4.1).

1If x is a regular point, the claim has been proved in [Jia+22, Proof of Theorem 1.1, Case 2].
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Using the coarea formula, we find

|Ω?
θ \ ζθ(Z)|

1 + | cos θ|
≤
∫

Ω?θ\ζθ(Z)
|∇δθ|dLn+1 =

∫ ∞
0
Hn
(

(Ω?
θ \ ζθ(Z)) ∩ Γ+

s;θ

)
ds =

∫ ∞
0
Hn
(

Γ+
s;θ \ ζθ(Z)

)
ds,

here we used the estimate (3.2) for the inequality and (3.29) for the last equality.
Since x ∈ reg∂relΩ and y ∈ Γ+

s;θ are such that y = x − s(νΩ(x) − cos θEn+1) if and only if

x = y − s(N̂θ(y) + cos θEn+1) = gs;θ(y), with gs;θ as in Proposition 3.7(3). In particular, we

have2

ζθ(Z) ∩ Γ+
s;θ = g−1

s;θ (reg∂relΩ) for all s > 0.

Taking into account that g−1
s;θ (∂relΩ) ⊂ Γ+

s;θ, in order to prove (4.1), we are left to show that for

a.e. s > 0, there holds

Hn
(
g−1
s;θ (sing∂relΩ)

)
= 0. (4.4)

In other words, the points in Γ+
s;θ that projected over ∂relΩ, end up on the singular set sing∂relΩ,

have negligible Hn-measure. Indeed, we will show that (4.4) holds for every s > 0 such that
(3.29) holds, and we shall proceed the proof by a contradiction argument. Precisely, assuming
that Hn(Γ+

s;θ) = Hn(∂Ωs) with

Hn
(
g−1
s;θ (sing∂relΩ)

)
> 0. (4.5)

In particular, there exists some t > s, such that Hn
(

Γts;θ ∩ g
−1
s;θ (sing∂relΩ)

)
> 0.

Now we invoke the key assumption Hn−1 (sing∂relΩ) = 0, using the area formula (2.1) and
(4.3), we find

0 = 2Hn (sing∂relΩ) ≥
∫

sing∂relΩ
H0(g−1

s;θ (x))dHn(x) =

∫
g−1
s;θ (sing∂relΩ)

JΓts;θgs;θdHn,

where JΓts;θgs;θ =
∏n
i=1(1 + s(κts;θ)i) ≥ 0 along Γts;θ thanks to Proposition 3.7(1) and (3.22).

Having assumed (4.5), and since {(κts;θ)i}ni=1 are indexed in the increasing order, we deduce that

Hn
({
y ∈ Γts;θ : (κts;θ)1(y) = −1/s

})
≥ Hn

(
Γts;θ ∩ g−1

s;θ (sing∂relΩ)
)
> 0. (4.6)

By (3.23), we have

Λts−r :=
{
ỹ ∈ Γts−r;θ : (κts−r;θ)1(ỹ) = −1/(s− r)

}
= gr;θ

({
y ∈ Γts;θ : (κts;θ)1(y) = −1/s

})
.

Recall that gr;θ : Γts;θ → Γts−r;θ is injective, the area formula (2.1) then yields

Hn
(
Λts−r

)
=

∫
{y∈Γts;θ:(κts;θ)1(y)=−1/s}

JΓts;θgr;θdHn.

Using again (3.22), we have: for every r ∈ (0, s), JΓts;θgr;θ =
∏n
i=1(1 + r(κts;θ)i) ≥ (1− r/s)n > 0

along Γts;θ, and hence (4.6) implies that: for every r ∈ (0, s), there holds

Hn(Λts−r;θ) > 0. (4.7)

2Here we make the following remarks: 1. Recalling the definition of Γts;θ, we know that for any y ∈ Γ+
s;θ such

that Bs(y − cos θEn+1) touches ∂relΩ from the interior at some x ∈ reg(∂relΩ), there holds 1/κn(x) ≥ s, see
[Jia+22, Proof of Theorem 1.1]. Therefore, from the ‘if and only if’ observation above, we know that y ∈ ζθ(Z);
2. By g−1

s;θ we mean, the pre-image of those x ∈ ∂relΩ that are mapped from Γ+
s;θ through the map gs;θ.
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Notice that the map a 7→ a/(1 + ra) is increasing on a ≥ 0, using (3.23), we find: for every
ỹ ∈ Λts−r;θ with ỹ = gr;θ(y) for some y ∈ Γts;θ, there holds

n∑
i=1

(κts−r;θ)i(ỹ) = − 1

s− r
+

n∑
i=2

(κts;θ)i(y)

1 + r(κts;θ)i(y)
≤ − 1

s− r
+ (n− 1)

1/(t− s)
1 + (r/(t− s))

≤ 0, (4.8)

provided r ∈ (r0, s) for some r0 depending on s, t that is close enough to s.
Let us consider the set

Λθ :=
⋃

r0<r<s

Λts−r;θ.

By the coarea formula, the estimate (3.2) and (4.7), we have

|Λθ|
1− | cos θ|

≥
∫

Λθ

|∇δθ|dLn+1 =

∫ s

r0

Hn(Λθ ∩ ∂Ωs−r)dr =

∫ s

r0

Hn(Λts−r;θ)dr > 0.

Recall that we have used the Implicit function theorem to obtain C1,1-functions ψj so that
each Uj is indeed the graph of ψj (see (3.18)). By virtue of the fact that ψj admits second-order
differential ∇2ψj for Hn-a.e. points of Uj , (4.7), and the fact that |Λθ| > 0, we have: there exists

some r ∈ (r0, s) and some y0 ∈ Λts−r;θ ∩ Rn+1
+ ⊂ Γts−r;θ ∩ Rn+1

+ , at which ψj is second-order

differentiable, such that N̂θ is tangential differentiable along Γts−r;θ at y0, with x0 := ξθ(y0) lying

in the interior of ∂relΩ (thanks to the claim in the proof of (4.3)), and of course

∇Γts−r;θN̂θ(y0) =

(
−

n∑
i=1

(κts−r;θ)i(y0)

)
τi(y0)⊗ τi(y0) (4.9)

thanks to (3.22). Moreover, by (4.8), we also have

n∑
i=1

(κts−r;θ)i(y0) ≤ 0. (4.10)

Now we set ν = −N̂θ(y0) and

Dρ := {z ∈ ν⊥ : |z| < ρ}, Cρ := {z + hν : z ∈ Dρ, |h| < ρ}, for ρ > 0.

By virtue of the second-order differentiability of ψj at y0, (3.18), and notice that for the level-set
∂relΩs = {δθ = s}, ν is its unit normal at y0, and that the mean curvature at y0 is given by

|∇δθ(y0)|H∂relΩs(y0) = ∆δθ(y0)−∇2δθ(ν, ν) =
n∑
i=1

∇2δθ(τi(y0), τi(y0)),

taking also (4.9) and (4.10) into account, for every ε > 0, we have: there exists some ρ > 0 and
a second-order polynomial η : ν⊥ ∼= Rn → R, such that η(0) = 0,∇η(0) = 0, and

−div

(
∇η√

1 + |∇η|2

)
(z) ≤− div

(
∇η√

1 + |∇η|2

)
(0) + ε

≤
n∑
i=1

(κts−r;θ)i(y0) + 2ε ≤ 2ε (4.11)

for every z ∈ Dρ and

y0 + {z + hν : z ∈ Dρ,−ρ < h < η(z)} ⊂ (y0 + Cρ) ∩ Ωs−r. (4.12)
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Now we translate Ω by (s− r)(N̂θ(y0) + cos θEn+1), recall that x0 = ξθ(y0) lies in the interior of
∂relΩ, we thus find: there exists a small enough ρ1 > 0, such that

Ωs−r ∩ (y0 + Cρ1) ⊂ (Ω + (s− r)(N̂θ(y0) + cos θEn+1)) ∩ (y0 + Cρ1),

with

y0 ∈ ∂relΩs−r ∩ ∂
(

Ω + (s− r)(N̂θ(y0) + cos θEn+1)
)
∩ (y0 + Cρ1).

We are in the position to exploit the Schätzle’s strong maximum principle Theorem 2.18, with

M = ∂
(

Ω + (s− r)(N̂θ(y0) + cos θEn+1)
)
,

ν = −N̂(y0), U = Dρ1 , z0 = 0, h0 = ν · y0 − ρ1 and η as above. Notice that if we set

ϕ(z) = inf{h ∈ (h0,∞) : z + hν ∈M}, z ∈ Dρ1 ,

then we have h0 < η ≤ ϕ < ∞ on Dρ1 , and of course ϕ(0) = η(0) = 0. Arguing as in [DM19,
Step 4], by comparing the mean curvatures, we deduce a contradiction due to the Schätzle’s
strong maximum principle Theorem 2.18. In particular, this proves (4.1).

�

Proof of Theorem 1.3. By virtue of (4.1), we are now prepared to apply the classical flow argu-
ment in [Jia+22].
Step 1. Applying the flow method.

By virtue of Proposition 3.7(2) and (4.1), using the area formula, we have

|Ω| =|Ω?
θ| ≤ |ζθ(Z)| ≤

∫
Z
H0(ζ−1

θ (y))dLn+1(y) =

∫
Z

JZζθdLn+1,

a classical computation gives

JZζθ(x, t) = (1− cos θνΩ(x) · En+1)
n∏
i=1

(1− tκi(x)),

and hence we have

|Ω| ≤
∫
Z

JZζθdLn+1 =

∫
reg∂relΩ

dHn(x)

∫ 1
max{κi(x)}

0
(1− cos θνΩ · En+1)

n∏
i=1

(1− tκi(x))dt.

By the AM-GM inequality, and the fact that max {κi(x)} ≥ H0
Ω;θ/n, we find

|Ω| ≤
∫

reg∂relΩ
dHn(x)

∫ 1
max{κi(x)}

0
(1− cos θνΩ · En+1)

(
1

n

n∑
i=1

(1− tκi(x))

)n
dt

≤
∫

reg∂relΩ
(1− cos θνΩ · En+1) dHn

∫ n

H0
Ω;θ

0

(
1− t

H0
Ω;θ

n

)n
dt

=
n

n+ 1

∫
reg∂relΩ

(1− cos θνΩ · En+1)

H0
Ω;θ

dHn(x).
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Invoking the definition of H0
Ω;θ in (2.15), we see that equalities hold throughout the argument.

In particular, we have

|ζθ(Z) \ Ω| = 0, (4.13)

H0(ζ−1
θ (y)) = 1 for a.e. y ∈ Ω, (4.14)

κi(x) =
H0

Ω;θ

n
for every x ∈ reg∂relΩ, i=1, . . . , n. (4.15)

Step 2. Analysis of singularities.
We have shown that the regular part of ∂Ω must be spherical. Now we are going to analyze

the singularities by virtue of, again, the Schätzle’s strong maximum principle.
Indeed, recall that we have rescaled Ω so that H0

Ω;θ = n. By virtue of (4.15) and the Young’s

law, since reg∂relΩ is relatively open in ∂relΩ, we can find a family {Sθ,i}i∈I , I ⊂ N, of mutually

disjoint subsets of reg∂relΩ, with Sθ,i ⊂ ∂B1(xi − cos θEn+1) ∩Rn+1
+ for points xi ∈ ∂Rn+1

+ or

xi ∈ Rn+1
+ with (xi − cos θEn+1) ·En+1 ≥ 1, where ∂B1(xi− cos θEn+1)∩Rn+1

+ is either a θ-cap

or a sphere that lies completely in Rn+1
+ , such that

reg∂relΩ =
⋃
i∈I

Sθ,i, Sθ,i is relatively open in ∂relΩ and is connected. (4.16)

Since Si;θ ⊂ ∂relΩ, we know that δθ(xi) ≤ 1.
Claim. For every i ∈ I, δθ(xi) = 1.
Suppose not, then there exists some constant δ > 0, such that δθ(xi) = 1 − 4δ. Notice that

(B(1−| cos θ|)δ(xi) ∩Rn+1
+ ) ∩Ai ⊂ Ω is nonempty, where Ai = ζθ(Si × (0, 1)) is an open subset of

Ω. For any y ∈ B(1−| cos θ|)δ(xi) ∩Rn+1
+ ∩Ai, we have the following observations:

dist (y − (1− 3δ) cos θEn+1, xi − (1− 4δ) cos θEn+1)

=|y − xi − δ cos θEn+1| ≤ |y − xi|+ δ| cos θ| < δ,

where we used the fact that y ∈ B(1−| cos θ|)δ(xi) for the last inequality. Using the triangle
inequality again, we have

dist (y − (1− 3δ) cos θEn+1, ∂relΩ) ≤ dist (y − (1− 3δ) cos θEn+1, ξθ(xi))

≤dist (y − (1− 3δ) cos θEn+1, xi − (1− 4δ) cos θEn+1) + dist (xi − (1− 4δ) cos θEn+1, ξθ(xi))

<δ + 1− 4δ = 1− 3δ,

due to (1.4) and (1.5), it can not be that δθ(y) ≥ 1− 3δ, which implies δθ(y) < 1− 3δ. On the
other hand, for any x ∈ Sθ,i ⊂ ∂B1(xi − cos θEn+1) ∩Rn+1

+ , there holds

dist (y − (1− δ) cos θEn+1, x) = |y − (1− δ) cos θEn+1 − x|
=| (y − (1− δ) cos θEn+1 − (xi − cos θEn+1)) + (xi − cos θEn+1 − x)|
≥|xi − cos θEn+1 − x| − |y − xi + δ cos θEn+1|
=1− |y − xi + δ cos θEn+1| ≥ 1− (|y − xi|+ δ| cos θ|)
>1− δ| cos θ| − δ(1− | cos θ|) = 1− δ,

where we have used the triangle inequality for the first and the second inequality; the fact that
y ∈ B(1−| cos θ|)δ(xi) for the last inequality. In view of (1.5), we know that, when restricted
to Sθ,i, δθ(y) > 1 − δ. In particular, combining above observations, we have: for any y ∈
B(1−| cos θ|)δ(xi) ∩ Rn+1

+ ∩ Ai, it must be that ξθ(y) /∈ Sθ,i. Since Proposition 3.7(2) and (4.1)
imply that for a.e. y ∈ Ω, there exists x ∈ reg∂relΩ, such that ξθ(y) = x, we conclude from
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(4.16) that for a.e. y ∈ B(1−| cos θ|)δ(xi)∩Rn+1
+ ∩Ai, there exists j 6= i ∈ I and x ∈ Sj such that

ξθ(y) = x. In particular, B(1−| cos θ|)δ(xi) ∩Rn+1
+ ∩Ai ∩Aj is a nonempty, relatively open set in

Rn+1
+ , and hence we definitely have

0 < |B(1−| cos θ|)δ(xi) ∩Rn+1
+ ∩Ai ∩Aj |,

where Ai ∩ Aj ⊂ {y ∈ Ω : H0(ξ−1
θ (y)) ≥ 2}. However, this contradicts to (4.14) and proves the

claim.
To complete the proof, we are left to show that for each i, the closure of Si, say Ti, is either

a complete θ-cap or a complete sphere, namely, Ti = ∂B1(xi − cos θEn+1) ∩Rn+1
+ . To this end,

since δθ(xi) = 1 for every i ∈ I3, we can apply the strong maximum principle Theorem 2.18
with M = ∂relΩ at each x ∈ Ti that lies in Rn+1

+ , comparing with ∂B1(xi − cos θEn+1) locally
near x, to find some ρx > 0, such that

∂relΩ ∩Bρx(x) ∩ ∂B1(xi − cos θEn+1) = ∂B1(xi − cos θEn+1) ∩Bρx(x).

This in particular implies that in the open half-space, we have ∂B1(xi − cos θEn+1) ∩Rn+1
+ ⊆

∂relΩ ∩Rn+1
+ , and hence the whole θ-cap ∂B1(xi − cos θEn+1) ∩Rn+1

+ ⊆ ∂relΩ.
Finally, the fact that Ω is a set of finite perimeter implies that I ⊂ N is indeed finite, and

it follows that ∂relΩ is the union of finitely many θ-caps and spheres with equal radii, which
completes the proof. �

Appendix A. Cut-off functions near singularities

We begin by constructing useful cut-off functions near sing∂relΩ. The technic is standard and
these cut-off functions are very useful for the study of surfaces with singularities, see e.g., [SS81;
Ilm96; Wic14; DM17; Zhu18].

Lemma A.1. Let Ω be a non-empty, bounded, relatively open set with finite perimeter in R̄n+1
+

such that Hn−1(sing∂relΩ) = 0. If ∂relΩ has Euclidean volume growth, then for any ε > 0, there
exist open sets S′ε ⊂ Sε ⊂ Rn+1 with sing∂relΩ ⊂ S′ε and Sε ⊂ {x : dist(x, sing∂relΩ) < ε}, and
there exists a smooth cut-off function ϕε ∈ C∞(Rn+1) such that 0 ≤ ϕε(x) ≤ 1 with

ϕε(x) =

{
0 x ∈ S′ε,
1 x ∈ Rn+1 \ Sε.

(A.1)

Moreover, ϕε satisfies the following properties:

ϕε(x)→ 1 pointwisely for x ∈ reg∂relΩ, (A.2)∫
∂relΩ
|∇∂relΩϕε(x)|dHn(x) ≤ Cε, (A.3)

where ∇∂relΩ denotes the tangential gradient of ϕε with respect to the tangent space Tx∂Ω, which
exists for Hn-a.e. along ∂relΩ thanks to the condition that Hn−1(sing∂relΩ) = 0. Here and in all
follows, C will be referred to as positive constants that are independent of ε.

Proof. We begin by noticing that sing∂relΩ is compact since it is closed and bounded.
For any ε > 0, since Hn−1(sing∂relΩ) = 0, we may cover the singular set sing∂relΩ with finitely

many balls G := {Bri(zi)}
N1
i=1 where zi ∈ ∂relΩ,

∑N1
i=1 r

n−1
i < ε, and we may assume without loss

3By definition, we have: dist(xi− cos θEn+1, ∂relΩ) = 1, in other words, the part of ∂relΩ that does not belong

to Ti, if exists, must be lying outside B1(xi − cos θEn+1) ∩Rn+1
+ .
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of generality that ri < diam(Ω) for each i, so that the Euclidean volume growth condition (2.10)
is valid for zi, see the proof of Proposition 2.6.

For each i, let ϕi ∈ C∞(Rn+1) satisfy 0 ≤ ϕi ≤ 1 with

ϕi(x) =

{
0 ∀x ∈ Bri(zi),
1 ∀x ∈ Rn+1 \B2ri(zi),

and |∇ϕi(x)| ≤ 2
ri

for all x ∈ Rn+1.
Define ϕ̃ε by

ϕ̃ε(x) := min
i
ϕi(x).

It follows that ϕ̃ε is piecewise-smooth with 0 ≤ ϕ̃ε ≤ 1, and

ϕ̃ε(x) =

{
0 on

⋃
iBri(zi) ⊇ sing∂relΩ,

1 on Rn+1 \
⋃
iB2ri(zi).

(A.4)

By the Euclidean volume growth condition of ∂relΩ and that
∑N1

i=1 r
n−1
i < ε, we have∫

∂relΩ
|∇∂relΩϕ̃ε(x)|dHn(x) ≤

N1∑
i=1

∫
∂relΩ∩(B2ri

(zi)\Bri (zi))
|∇ϕi(x)|dHn(x)

≤
N1∑
i=1

2

ri
Hn (∂relΩ ∩B2ri(zi))

≤ 2n+1C1

N1∑
i

rn−1
i ≤ 2n+1C1ε. (A.5)

We mollify ϕ̃ε to obtain a smooth function ϕε, which still satisfies estimate of the form (A.5)
with some constant C that is independent of the choice of ε. Since ϕ̃ε satisfies (A.4), we may
let S′ε, Sε denote the sets such that

ϕε(x) =

{
0 x ∈ S′ε,
1 x ∈ Rn+1 \ Sε.

It is clear that (A.1) holds and hence (A.2) is true. We see that ϕε is the desired smooth cut-off
function, and this completes the proof. �

Using these cut-off functions, we can prove the tangential divergence theorem for A-stationary
set.

Proof of Lemma 2.8. We first observe that by virtue of (2.7), the A-stationarity of Ω, and

Remark 2.7, we have: for any X ∈ Xc(R
n+1
+ ), there holds∫

∂relΩ
div∂ΩXdHn =

∫
∂relΩ

X · (cνΩ)dHn.

Since Hn−1(sing∂relΩ) = 0, we may apply the Allard’s regularity theorem [Sim83, Theorem
24.2] to var(∂relΩ), and see that ∂relΩ ∩Rn+1

+ is an analytic hypersurface with constant mean

curvature c in a neighborhood of every x ∈ reg∂relΩ ∩Rn+1
+ .
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On the other hand, notice that Lemma A.1 is applicable here thanks to Proposition 2.6, and

hence for any ε > 0, we have ϕε, S
′
ε and Sε from Lemma A.1. For any X ∈ X(Rn+1

+ ), let Xε be
the vector field given by

Xε := ϕεX,

since ϕε ≡ 0 on S′ε ⊃ sing∂relΩ, we readily see that

Xε =


0 on S

′
ε,

ϕεX on Sε \ S
′
ε,

X on ∂relΩ \ Sε.
Integrating div∂Ω(Xε) on ∂relΩ \ S′ε, since ∂relΩ \ S′ε is regular enough, we may apply the

classical tangential divergence theorem to find∫
∂relΩ

div∂ΩXεdHn =

∫
∂relΩ

Xε · (cνΩ)dHn +

∫
Γ
Xε · µdHn−1.

A further computation then yields that∫
∂relΩ

ϕεdiv∂ΩXdHn +

∫
∂relΩ
∇∂relΩϕε ·XdHn =

∫
∂relΩ

ϕεX · (cνΩ)dHn +

∫
Γ
ϕεX · µdHn−1.

Since X ∈ X(Rn+1
+ ) and ∂relΩ is bounded, we have that div∂ΩX = (divX − ∇νΩX · νΩ)

and |X| are bounded (the upper bounds are independent of ε). By virtue of (A.2) and (A.3)
in Lemma A.1, we may send ε ↘ 0 and use the dominated convergence theorem to conclude
(2.11).

On the other hand, since ∂Ω\∂relΩ is smooth, and the singularities of T = cl∂Rn+1
+

(∂Ω\∂relΩ)

are on Γ, we can follow the proof of (2.11) to conclude (2.12). This completes the proof. �
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